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Editor’s Notebook
One of the great weaknesses of scholarship is the
tendency researchers and authors have to uncritically
repeat each other, or to accept as a demonstrated
“fact” an argument based on several unproven
assumptions and various pieces of evidence that
could, in reality, be interpreted a number of different
ways. It is a tendency that often manifests itself in the
well-known phrase, “As _______ has shown,” followed by twenty pages of an argument whose validity
in large part rests not on the current author’s work,
but on the cited authority’s earlier thesis. Depending on the earlier authority’s own reputation and the
frequency with which other scholars cite his or her
work, sooner or later that argument—complete with
its assumptions and even errors—enters the realm
(in many people’s minds) of established “fact,” there
to remain until someone else takes the time to evaluate the original argument, point out its ambiguities,
and offer alternative explanations. While a problem
to one degree or another in every field of study, this
mutation of argument into fact seems especially
prevalent in LDS scholarship, where everything from
the languages and cultures of the ancient Near East
to the latest general conference addresses are part of
the field, and the laborers are relatively few.
Each of the articles in this issue of the Journal
evaluates, in one way or another, earlier interpretations and explanations of a variety of topics and offers new ways of looking at them. In his
incongruous-sounding “Nephi and Goliath,” Ben
McGuire directs our attention away from the Exodus
motif that so many authors have noted in 1 Nephi
and makes a good case for the idea that Nephi composed at least part of his first book—especially those
parts relating to the slaying of Laban—with one eye
on the story of David and Goliath. Gaye Strathearn

offers a new way of understanding some of the Isaiah
passages in the Book of Mormon, especially those
cited by the Savior himself during his visit to the
Nephites in Bountiful. Similarly, Duane Boyce evaluates the popular notion that the Ammonites, in their
refusal to take up arms against their enemies even in
the face of certain death, provide readers of the Book
of Mormon with a textbook example of “pacifism.”
Carefully tracing the origins of these Lamanite converts, and evaluating their own actions and words,
Boyce concludes that whatever principles the Ammonites do serve as examples of, pacifism, as the term is
generally understood today, is not one of them.
For those with a penchant for Semitic languages,
Paul Hoskisson addresses the idea that the –ihah
ending on several Book of Mormon names is a form
of the theophoric –iah ending in Hebrew names.
Hoskisson rejects that idea for several reasons and
at the same time reminds us how carefully we must
evaluate apparent similarities before we can legitimately claim a connection between them. Terry Ball
sounds a similar caution in his letter to the editor
about the location of Bountiful, and it appears that
both issues—Book of Mormon names and Nephi’s
land of “much fruit and . . . wild honey” will continue
to be hot topics for some time to come.
“Re-evaluation,” then, is a possible unifying
theme of the articles of this issue of the Journal. They
are only a sampling of the types of papers that still
need to be written on a variety of topics, not only in
Book of Mormon studies but in other areas of LDS
scripture and history as well. Far from providing
final answers, these articles open up new possibilities
for others, in turn, to evaluate and test as part of the
ongoing process of coming to understand all that the
scriptures of the Restoration have to offer.
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Introduction

W

hen the Savior appeared to the
“more righteous” of the Nephites
and Lamanites, he used many
teachings that modern readers readily recognize
from the Old and New Testaments. Some critics
have suggested that Joseph Smith merely lifted these
teachings from his copy of the Bible.1 While some of
these quotations are very similar to the accounts in
the King James Bible, there are some significant differences that strongly suggest that the process was
more complex and nuanced than these critics allow.
The most quoted biblical text in the Book of
Mormon is the book of Isaiah. In fact, the Book
of Mormon records 21 chapters from Isaiah with
frequent quotations from other chapters.2 This fascination with Isaiah’s writings should not be surprising. Among the Dead Sea Scrolls, the book of
Isaiah is also well represented in the extant texts.3
Three Book of Mormon individuals in particular
quote Isaiah at length: Nephi, his brother Jacob, and
Christ.4 Nephi says that he delighted in the words
of Isaiah because “he verily saw my Redeemer, even
as I have seen him” (2 Nephi 11:2). He quoted Isaiah
that he “might more fully persuade [his people] to
believe in the Lord their Redeemer” (1 Nephi 19:23).
As we read his Isaiah selections, it becomes evident
that one of the major lessons he wanted his people
to know about Christ was his desire and power
to redeem Israel and gather them from their scattered condition, a condition that was particularly
poignant to Nephi because his people were “a remnant of the house of Israel, a branch who have been
broken off” (1 Nephi 19:24). Nephi instructed Jacob
that he was to continue to use the teachings of Isaiah in his preaching (2 Nephi 6:4).
Six hundred years later when Christ came to
the Americas, he spent a significant portion of
his sermon on the second day focused on Isaiah’s

Isaiah, by Gustave Doré.

Christ ’s
Interpretation

teachings. He quoted a substantial portion of chapter 52, although in a rearranged order, and all of
chapter 54. What is stunning about this rendition is
that Jesus did not include Isaiah 53 in his sermon,
even though his audience would probably have
expected it. Instead he includes a chapter discussing
the coming forth of the Book of Mormon. It is the
purpose of this paper to argue that the discussion
on the Book of Mormon was not a digression from
his teaching from the Isaianic texts, but rather was
Jesus’s interpretation of the servant passage in Isaiah 52:13–15, which he had just quoted in 3 Nephi
20:43–45.

The Suffering Servant in Isaiah
It has long been noted that Isaiah, starting in
chapter 41, includes a series of four Servant Songs
or poems (42:1–7; 49:1–6; 50:4–9; 52:13–53:12), three
of which are also included in the Book of Mormon
(see 1 Nephi 21:1–8; 2 Nephi 7:4–9; Mosiah 14–15; 3
Nephi 20:43–45; 21:8–10). From these texts we learn
that God has a vested interest in this servant. He
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He is to be God’s “salvation unto the end of the
earth” (Isaiah 49:6). In his responsibilities God has
prepared him with the qualities that will enable
him to be an instrument in God’s hands. “And [the
Lord] hath made my mouth like a sharp sword; in
the shadow of his hand hath he hid me, and made
me a polished shaft; in his quiver hath he hid me”
(Isaiah 49:2), and “The Lord God hath given me the
tongue of the learned” (Isaiah 50:4). “He shall not
fail nor be discouraged, till he have set judgment in
the earth” (Isaiah 42:4).
The servant has a role to play with both the
house of Israel and the Gentiles. Among the house
of Israel the servant’s responsibility is “to bring
Jacob again to [God]” and “to raise up the tribes of
Jacob, and to restore the preserved of Israel (Isaiah
49:5–6).
Among the Gentiles, he will bring forth judgment (Isaiah 42:1), but he will also be given as “a
covenant of the people, for a light of the Gentiles;
To open the blind eyes, to bring out the prisoners from the prison, and them that sit in darkness

In Nephi’s explanation of Isaiah 48 the
servant seems to refer to “a marvelous
work among the Gentiles” (1 Nephi 22:8)
and is usually interpreted to refer to
Joseph Smith.

Joseph Smith in front of the Nauvoo Temple, by Dale Kilbourn. © IRI.

was formed “from the womb to be [God’s] servant”
(Isaiah 49:1, 5). Further, God declares, “Behold my
servant, whom I uphold; mine elect, in whom my
soul delighteth; I have put my spirit upon him”
(Isaiah 42:1), and “I the Lord have called thee in
righteousness, and will hold thine hand, and will
keep thee” (Isaiah 42:6). In addition, it is through
this servant that God will be glorified (Isaiah 49:3).
6
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out of the prison house” (Isaiah 42:6–7, emphasis
added; see also 49:6).5 Indeed, “the kings shall shut
their mouths at him: for that which had not been
told them shall they see; and that which they had
not heard shall they consider” (Isaiah 52:15, emphasis added). These references seem to show that the
Gentiles are those who are blind or in darkness and
that it is the servant’s responsibility to provide them
with judgment and the light of understanding. The
shut-mouthed reaction of the “kings” of the “many
nations” only goes to show the power the servant’s
message/mission will have on the leaders of the
Gentiles. In the Book of Mormon, Nephi implies
that the servant of Isaiah 49 would do “a marvelous
work among the Gentiles,” which would be “of great
worth” unto both the Gentiles and the house of
Israel (1 Nephi 22:8–11).

The third and the fourth Servant Songs, in particular, detail the willingness of the servant to fulfill
his mission, but describe the intense persecutions
and difficulties that accompany the call. “The Lord
God hath opened mine ear, and I was not rebellious, neither turned away back. I gave my back to
the smiters, and my cheeks to them that plucked off
the hair: I hid not my face from shame and spitting.
. . . therefore have I set my face like a flint, and I
know that I shall not be ashamed” (Isaiah 50:5–7).
Likewise, the most famous of the Suffering Servant
Songs describes a servant whose
visage was so marred more than any man, . . .
[who] is despised and rejected of men, a man of
sorrows; and acquainted with grief: and we hid
as it were our faces from him; he was despised,
and we esteemed him not. Surely he hath borne
our griefs, and carried our sorrows: yet we did
esteem him stricken, smitten of God, and afflicted. But he was wounded for our transgressions, he was bruised for our iniquities: the
chastisement of our peace was upon him; and
with his stripes we are healed. . . . and the Lord
hath laid on him the iniquity of us all. He was
oppressed, and he was afflicted, yet he opened
not his mouth: he is brought as a lamb to the
slaughter, and as a sheep before her shearers is
dumb, so he openeth not his mouth. He was
taken from prison and from judgment: . . . for
the transgression of my people was he stricken.

righteous servant justify many; for he shall bear
their iniquities. (Isaiah 52:14–53:11)

But, who is this servant? In some places Isaiah
identified him with Israel: “But thou, Israel, art
my servant, Jacob whom I have chosen, the seed of
Abraham my friend” (41:8; cf. 44:1), but in other
places the servant seems to refer to a specific individual (42:1; 49:4; 52:13). Thus, the servant has
variously been interpreted as referring to corporate
Israel, a historical figure such as the prophet Isaiah,
a royal servant, a priestly servant, or a second
Moses. In Nephi’s explanation of Isaiah 48 the servant seems to refer to “a marvelous work among the
Gentiles” (1 Nephi 22:8) and is usually interpreted

The last of these Servant Songs

(Isaiah 53) is the most widely known. It is
of particular significance for Christians
who, in the New Testament, the Book of
Mormon, and numerous other Christian
texts, have interpreted it in reference
to Christ.

And he made his grave with the wicked, and
with the rich in his death; because he had
done no violence, neither was any deceit in his
mouth. . . . He shall see of the travail of his soul,
and shall be satisfied: by his knowledge shall my

Christ in the Land Bountiful, by Simon Dewey. © 2003 IRI.
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to refer to Joseph Smith.6 It is quite possible that
given the symbolic nature of Isaiah’s prophecies,
the servant can refer to both Israel and a number of
individuals who have suffered and been persecuted
while engaged in God’s work.7
The last of these Servant Songs (Isaiah 53) is the
most widely known. It is of particular significance
for Christians who, in the New Testament, the
Book of Mormon, and numerous other Christian
texts, have interpreted it in reference to Christ.8 It
should be noted that the previous interpretations of
Isaiah’s servant prophecies in no way devalues the
Christological interpretation; rather they enhance it
because they add further witness to the numerous
ways that the Old Testament prefigured Christ and
his mission.9
Scholars have long recognized that Isaiah
52:13–15 should be read as the prologue to chapter
53. These verses have a number of linguistic links
to the poem’s epilogue (Isaiah 53:11c–12); the most
important for this discussion is the repetition of the
term my servant (52:13 and 53:11), which acts as an
inclusio for the poem.10 Therefore, instead of placing
8
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the chapter break at verse 15, a more logical chapter
break would be after verse 12.11
Although Isaiah 54 does not contain a Servant
Song, an interesting phenomenon takes place in its
final verse: the singular servant of the Servant Songs
becomes the plural servants. “This is the heritage of
the servants of the Lord, and their righteousness is
of me, saith the Lord.” One scholar has noted the
connection between this verse and the suffering servant of Isaiah 53 who “had been promised a posterity and the fruit of his labor. On his account many
were to be accounted righteous (v. 11). Isaiah 54:17
builds on this promise. The suffering innocent one
of chapter 53 is seen as having his life, in some way,
extended and incorporated through his suffering by
those who are now designated ‘the servants of the
Lord.’ They are the bearers of the true faith to the
next generation.”12

“My Servant” in 3 Nephi 20:43–45
As we turn to Jesus’s second-day sermon we see
that in the Book of Mormon, as with Isaiah 53, the

modern chapter divisions can sometimes distract us
from important literary units. For example, it is evident that Jesus intended for 3 Nephi 20:10–23:5 to
be understood as a single thematic unit, structured
in a chiastic pattern and centering on the writings
of Isaiah.13 Jesus begins and ends by commanding
his listeners to search Isaiah’s words. In chapter
20 Jesus directs his listeners, “ye have them [i.e.,
the writings of Isaiah] before you, therefore search
them” (3 Nephi 20:11). At the end he commanded,
“ye ought to search these things [i.e., the writings of
Isaiah]. Yea, a commandment I give unto you that
ye search these things diligently” (3 Nephi 23:1).
Although not everything contained in the intervening material is a quotation from Isaiah, these
thematic “bookends” suggest to the reader that even
the non-Isaiah material must be understood with an
Isaianic context.
Jesus uses the Isaiah passages to teach his audience about the doctrine of the gathering. Isaiah’s
teachings are important because he taught “all
things concerning my people which are of the house
of Israel; therefore it must needs be that he must

speak also to the Gentiles. And all things that he
spake have been and shall be, even according to the
words which he spake” (3 Nephi 23:2–3). Also, when
the words of Isaiah are fulfilled, “then is the fulfilling of the covenant which the Father hath made
unto his people, O house of Israel. And then shall
the remnants, which shall be scattered abroad upon
the face of the earth, be gathered in . . . and they
shall be brought to a knowledge of the Lord their
God, who hath redeemed them” (3 Nephi 20:11–13).
It is in this context of the gathering that Jesus
quotes Isaiah 52, although in a version rearranged
and modified from that found in the biblical text. At
the end of 3 Nephi 20 Jesus quotes Isaiah 52:13–15,
“Behold, my servant shall deal prudently; he shall
be exalted and extolled, and be very high. As many
were astonied at thee; his visage was so marred
more than any man, and his form more than the
sons of men: So shall he sprinkle many nations; the
kings shall shut their mouths at him: for that which
had not been told them shall they see; and that
which they had not heard shall they consider.” In
its Isaianic context, the role of this servant is to do
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away with the uncleanness and defilement of Zion.14
In the 3 Nephi context, however, the servant’s role is
more specifically to prepare Israel for the gathering.
Even though the Book of Mormon does not specifically combine Isaiah 52:13–15 with Isaiah 53, as
we have noted, scholars have almost universally recognized that these verses act as the prologue to Isaiah 53. The characteristics of the servant described
in them is therefore expanded and explained in
chapter 53. In 3 Nephi, however, Jesus does not
continue and quote Isaiah 53. This must have been

10
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somewhat surprising to his audience. We know
from Abinadi’s teaching that Isaiah 53 was included
on the brass plates and would therefore have been
familiar to Jesus’s listeners (Mosiah 14). Instead,
Jesus returns to the subject of the gathering. At the
end of 3 Nephi 20 he says, “Verily, verily, I say unto
you, all these things [i.e., the servant prophecy] shall
surely come, even as the Father hath commanded
me. Then shall this covenant which the Father hath
covenanted with his people be fulfilled; and then
shall Jerusalem be inhabited again with my people,
and it shall be the land of their
inheritance” (v. 46). The future tense
of the passage indicates that Jesus is
not using the servant passage to speak
of himself. As he spoke these words,
he stood before his audience as a glorified, resurrected being; not as someone whose “visage was so marred
more than any man.” Latter-day Saint
commentators, therefore, have generally understood this passage to refer
to Joseph Smith or, occasionally, to
another latter-day prophet.15 Without
doubt, Joseph Smith was “marred” for
the work, as prophesied by Moroni
(Joseph Smith—History 1:33) and yet
his influence has continued to grow
even after his death. The difficulty
with this interpretation of the servant
in the 3 Nephi context is that the
Savior himself connects the servant
in 3 Nephi 20 with his teachings in
chapter 21, and this chapter is not
about Joseph Smith per se; it is about
the Book of Mormon. Readers, therefore, should not view chapter 21 as a
digression from Jesus’s discussion of
Isaiah; rather, it should be understood
as his interpretation of the servant
passage in Isaiah 52:13–15. At least
in our minds, it is this interpretation
that is the most significant contribution of the 3 Nephi rendition of Isaiah
52 and 54.
Chapter 21 begins with Jesus
identifying a sign for the people to
recognize the beginning of the gathering. Although the gathering is the
major theme of Jesus’s discourse, the

sign that he gives of the coming forth of the Book of
Mormon, on the surface, comes abruptly.

pretation of the servant. He may be using a literary
device called personification, which applies human
attributes to inanimate objects. This technique is
often found in other scriptural passages. For example, we read in Isaiah 55:12, “the mountains and
the hills shall break forth before you into singing,
and all the trees of the field shall clap their hands.”
Mountains and hills don’t sing, and trees don’t have
hands to clap, but in this instance they are given
human characteristics to portray a picture for the
reader. Likewise, sometimes concepts like Christ’s
everlasting covenant are described as “a messenger
before my face to prepare the way before me” (D&C
45:9). We would suggest that Jesus is using a similar technique to identify the servant as the Book of
Mormon. After all, in the first half of chapter 21,
Jesus’s emphasis is on the writings rather than on
an individual. Even when he refers to the agent who
brings forth the writing in verse 5, he uses a more

And verily I say unto you, I give unto you a
sign, that ye may know the time when these
things shall be about to take place—that I shall
gather in, from their long dispersion, my people,
O house of Israel, and shall establish again
among them my Zion; And behold, this is the
thing which I will give unto you for a sign—for
verily I say unto you that when these things
which I declare unto you, and which I shall
declare unto you hereafter of myself, and by the
power of the Holy Ghost which shall be given
unto you of the Father, shall be made known
unto the Gentiles that they may know concerning this people who are a remnant of the
house of Jacob, and concerning this my people
who shall be scattered by them; . . . Therefore,
when these works and the works which shall be
wrought among you hereafter shall come forth from
the Gentiles, unto your seed
atter-day prophets have frequently equated the “great
. . . —it shall be a sign unto
and marvelous work” with the coming forth of the Book
them, that they may know
that the work of the Father
of Mormon, and the context of 3 Nephi 21 supports such an
hath already commenced
interpretation.
unto the fulfilling of the
covenant which he hath
made unto the people who are of the house of
generic plural term, Gentiles, rather than make refIsrael. (3 Nephi 21:1, 2, 5, 7)

L

This covenant teaching is, according to one scholar,
the very heart of the chiastic structure of Jesus’s
teaching in this second-day sermon.16
Jesus then teaches that the Book of Mormon
will come forth from the Gentiles (vv. 5–6) and
that it will be the means whereby the Gentiles “may
repent and come unto me and be baptized in my
name and know of the true points of my doctrine,
that they may be numbered among my people, O
house of Israel” (v. 6). Furthermore, he teaches that
“when these things [i.e., the coming forth of the
Book of Mormon] come to pass that thy seed shall
begin to know these things—it shall be a sign unto
them, that they may know that the work of the
Father hath already commenced unto the fulfilling
of the covenant which he hath made unto the people
who are of the house of Israel” (v. 7).17
We would like to suggest, therefore, that there
is another nuance that Jesus is making by his inter-

erence to a specific individual.
After this seemingly abrupt shift in focus to the
Book of Mormon, Jesus then makes three deliberate
statements that show his discussion of the Book of
Mormon is in fact linked to the servant prophecy
in the previous chapter. First, in verse 8, Jesus again
quotes Isaiah 52:15//3 Nephi 20:45. “And when that
day shall come, it shall come to pass that kings
shall shut their mouths; for that which had not
been told them shall they see; and that which they
had not heard shall they consider.” Then in verse
9 he interprets: “For in that day, for my sake shall
the Father work a work, which shall be a great and
a marvelous work among them; and there shall be
among them those who will not believe it, although
a man shall declare it unto them.” This language, as
we have seen, parallels that of Nephi’s interpretation of the servant in 1 Nephi 22:8–11. Latter-day
prophets have frequently equated the “great and
marvelous work” with the coming forth of the Book
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know the covenants of the Lord, that they are not
cast off forever.” But “Israel. . . must first return to
their covenants and then to their covenant lands.”21
Second, as we have seen in 3 Nephi 20, the purpose
of the gathering is so that the house of Israel “shall
be brought to the knowledge of the Lord their God,
who hath redeemed them” (v. 13). The Book of Mormon is the sign for the gathering because its purpose is also to convince both “Jew and Gentile that
Jesus is the Christ” (Book of Mormon title page).
The gathering includes both Jew and Gentile.
Jesus specifically taught that if the Gentiles “will not
harden their hearts, that they may repent and come
unto me and be baptized in my name and know of
the true points of my doctrine, that they may be
numbered among my people, O house of Israel”
(3 Nephi 21:6). Again, later in the chapter he reiterates, “But if they will repent and hearken unto my
words, and harden not their hearts, I will establish
my church among them, and they shall come in
unto the covenant and be numbered among this the
remnant of Jacob, unto whom I have given this land
for their inheritance” (v. 22). In this dispensation,
it is the Book of Mormon that has been most influential in helping the Gentiles come unto Christ. As
President Ezra Taft Benson taught,

[The Book of Mormon] contains the words of Christ,
and its great mission is to
ertainly the major role of the Book of Mormon is to
bring men to Christ and all
other things are secondary.
teach about Jesus Christ, but that is only a precursor to the
The golden question of the
time when in the last days, just as he was with the people of
Book of Mormon is, “Do
3 Nephi, he will come to his gathered people and teach them
you want to learn more of
personally.
Christ?” . . . Anyone who
has diligently sought to
know the doctrines and
Twain characterized the Book of Mormon as “such
teachings of the Book of Mormon and has used
a pretentious affair, and yet so ‘slow,’ so sleepy;
it conscientiously in missionary work knows
such an insipid mess of inspiration. It is chloroform
within his soul that this is the instrument which
in print.”19 In modern times some seem to have
God has given to the missionaries to convince
devoted their lives to trying to discredit the Book
Jew and Gentile and Lamanite of the truthfulof Mormon.20 Nevertheless, in spite of the ongoing
ness of our message.22

C

attacks against the legitimacy of the Book of Mormon, its influence continues to increase throughout
the world.
Why is the Book of Mormon the sign that the
gathering is about to take place? There are two
major reasons. First, one of its purposes, as stated
on the title page, is that the house of Israel “may
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Having interpreted the servant as the Book of
Mormon, outlining the importance of the Gentiles
in bringing it forth, and outlining the place of the
Gentiles vis-à-vis latter-day Israel, Jesus gives a
series of “then” statements, which highlight aspects
of the gathering: then the Gentiles will assist Israel

to be gathered (3 Nephi 20:24); “then shall the power
of heaven come down among them; and I will be
in their midst” (v. 25), reinforcing his statement in
20:22; “then shall the work of the Father commence
at that day, even when this gospel shall be preached
among the remnant of this people” (v. 26); and
“then shall the work commence, with the Father
among all nations in preparing the way whereby his
people may be gathered home to the land of their
inheritance” (v. 28). None of these stages would be
possible without the coming forth of the Book of
Mormon.
Jesus concludes his discussion of Isaiah by quoting Isaiah 54, which rejoices in the blessings that
will come to both Israel and the Gentiles as they
gather. One of those blessings is that they will “be
taught of the Lord” (3 Nephi 22:13), which must
have reminded his audience of what he said at the
beginning of this sermon about the reason for the
gathering, “and they shall be brought to a knowledge of the Lord their God, who hath redeemed
them” (3 Nephi 20:13). The genitive construction
“taught of the Lord” in 3 Nephi 22:13 can be understood either as a subjective genitive: they will be
taught by the Lord, or as an objective genitive: they
will be taught about the Lord.23 Certainly the major
role of the Book of Mormon is to teach about Jesus
Christ, but that is only a precursor to the time when
in the last days, just as he was with the people of
3 Nephi, he will come to his gathered people and
teach them personally.
Another blessing that Jesus extends to gathered
Israel is “No weapon that is formed against thee
shall prosper; and every tongue that shall revile
against thee in judgment thou shalt condemn. This
is the heritage of the servants of the Lord, and their
righteousness is of me, saith the Lord” (3 Nephi
22:17). Jesus thus returns to the servant theme, but
here, as in the biblical text, there is a shift from the
singular servant in 3 Nephi 20:43 and 21:10 to the
plural servants here in verse 17. In 3 Nephi as well
as Isaiah, this verse forms a crucial link back to the
earlier chapters. In this context, the work of the
Book of Mormon, as a servant of the Lord, rather
than being destroyed by its marring has, rather,
engendered the testimony of the many servants
who have received righteousness from the Savior!
Thus the promise of Moroni that weak things will
become strong is fulfilled in the Book of Mormon
(Ether 12:27; see also Mormon 9:33).

Conclusion
There are numerous ways that the servant in
the Servant Songs can be understood. It may refer
to Israel as a whole; it may refer to an individual
prophet or to all prophets collectively. As Christians, we certainly recognize the interpretation of
the servant as a reference to Christ. All of these
interpretations have merit in helping us better
understand the work of God in bringing to pass the
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of Mormon, and the context of 3 Nephi 21 supports
such an interpretation. In verses 8 and 9, the phrase
in that day refers to the beginning of the fulfilling
of the covenant that was facilitated by the coming
forth of the Book of Mormon.
Second, Jesus again refers to “my servant” in
verse 10, tying this chapter back to the Isaiah 52
prophecy, just as he does in Isaiah 53. “But behold,
the life of my servant shall be in my hand” (3 Nephi
21:10).
Third, just as the Isaianic servant had been
described, “his visage was so marred more than
any man,” so Jesus prophesies that because “the life
of my servant shall be in my hand; therefore they
shall not hurt him, although he shall be marred
because of them. Yet I will heal him, for I will show
unto them that my wisdom is greater than the cunning of the devil” (3 Nephi 21:10). Speaking of the
Book of Mormon, the Lord declared, “I will not
suffer that they shall destroy my work; yea, I will
show unto them that my wisdom is greater than the
cunning of the devil” (D&C 10:43). Nevertheless,
many critics have tried to undermine and destroy
the Book of Mormon. In 1887 the Reverend M. T.
Lamb described the Book of Mormon as “verbose,
blundering, stupid.”18 In a famous statement, Mark

immortality and eternal life of his children (Moses
1:39). In this paper we have argued that when Jesus
quotes the servant passage in Isaiah 52:13–15 during
his second-day sermon, he does so to add another
interpretive layer to the servant. He teaches his
audience, and all who would read the account, that
the work of the Book of Mormon, though marred
in the eyes of many critics, plays an essential role
in the gathering of Israel. It is God’s servant in preparing both Israel and the Gentiles to remember or
enter into covenants that will prepare them to be
a part of the great gathering of the latter days that
will prepare them for the return of the Savior. The
Book of Mormon is the standard for the gathering
because its main purposes are to teach the covenants and to bring people to Christ. It is an important servant of the Lord, to bring about his purposes
in the latter days. n
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This study identifies and analyzes an instance of
literary allusion in the Book of Mormon narrative
between 1 Nephi 3:31–4:19 and 1 Samuel 17. The
paper contains two sections: In the first, I briefly
introduce the methodology used to identify the literary allusion in the text. I include a more complete
description of the methodology in the appendix. In
the second part, I explore the proposed literary allusion, after which I conclude with a brief discussion
of the significance of this reading.3
methodology

The Need for Methodology

a case study of
literary allusion in the
1
book of mormon
ben mcguire

There are several reasons to formally introduce
a methodology: (1) to reduce as much as possible
personal subjectivity in the analysis of the evidence,
(2) to produce empirical results as opposed to purely
theoretical results,4 (3) to involve the reader as much
as possible in the process of discovery, (4) to allow
the reader to find additional instances of intertextuality following the same model of discovery, and
(5) to allow for criticism of the process, as well as of
the conclusions.
This study uses a definition of literary allusion
offered by Ziva Ben-Porat.5 Ben-Porat’s work defines
the structure of a literary allusion and identifies it
through a series of signs and markers, as well as
through the process of interpretive parallelism in
which new meaning is introduced through the allusion. Building on Ben-Porat’s model, I have incorporated criteria for identifying the individual signs
and markers from both Konrad Schaefer and Jon
Paulien.6 Finally, the identified allusion is evaluated
using a series of questions proposed by Richard B.
Hays.
Definitions

introduction

In a 1994 review in the Review of Books on the
Book of Mormon, John W. Welch wrote:
Notwithstanding the significant increase in
Book of Mormon studies, little has been written in this field of study about methodology
itself. . . . Accordingly, if the study of the Book
of Mormon is to become a more rigorous discipline, all of its practitioners will need to become more explicit about their methods, their
assumptions, their purposes, and the degree to
16
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which their conclusions are based on various
forms of evidence or depend on various theoretical predilections.2

This study is an exploration of the Book of
Mormon as a complex piece of literature and of a
methodology useful in discovering the meaning of
the text. In presenting a new approach to the Book
of Mormon I am hoping not only to present new
meaning to the reader, but also to address the lack
of methodology that Welch observed.

It is useful to briefly contrast three terms used
in this study: allusion, literary allusion, and intertextuality. An allusion is generally defined as an
indirect reference in one text to another. By definition, an allusion is recognizable only by someone
who is familiar with the text to which it alludes.
This awareness of the source text is often referred to
as the “competence” of the reader.7 Literary allusion
is specifically a rhetorical device used by writers
to give new or additional meaning to their texts,
when read by a “competent” reader. Ben-Porat calls

this “the simultaneous activation of two texts.”8
In other words, the reader interprets the text, and
then in recognizing the allusion, reinterprets the
same text with new meaning provided through the
literary allusion. While allusion may be either an
intentional or an unintentional borrowing of material, literary allusion involves a deliberate and identifiable usage of another text employed as part of a
rhetorical strategy. Intertextuality describes more
generally the interaction between writers, their
texts, and other texts. Allusion and literary allusion
are specific types of intertextuality.9
As a rhetorical device, literary allusion also supposes an intention on the part of the author. Identification of this authorial intent10 is to a large degree
both subjective and theoretical. The reconstruction
of authorial intent, no matter how appealing the
evidence, still remains as a construct of the reader.
This means that we are capable of understanding
the rhetorical intent of the author only as far as we
can be relatively certain what that intent is. Though
speculative, the identification of literary allusions

Claims of intertextuality are made
more difficult in this case because of the
fact that we don’t have original texts;
we do not have the brass plates, nor
do we have the gold plates.

can be supported by their connection to the larger
rhetorical context of the text in which they appear.
As with other rhetorical devices, it can also increase
our confidence in correctly identifying authorial
intent.
With these limitations on discovering the intentions of the author in mind, the Book of Mormon
offers us two significant benefits. The first is that
unlike proposed intertextuality between biblical
texts, the text of the Book of Mormon indicates
that its authors did in fact have a copy of many of
the biblical texts from which to work.11 The second
advantage is that the Book of Mormon narrative
contains several explicit statements of intent (both
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divine and human). At the same time, the Book of
Mormon has some unique challenges as well.
Claims of intertextuality are made more difficult in this case because of the fact that we don’t
have original texts; we do not have the brass plates,
nor do we have the gold plates. We have Joseph
Smith’s translation of the gold plates and the suggestion that the text makes that the brass plates are
related in some way to the traditional Hebrew biblical text. These difficulties are not unique to this particular case,12 but they do show the need to establish
a more formal methodology than merely showing a
series of parallels and claiming dependence. To deal
with this, and in part to deal with the issues involving the translation produced by Joseph Smith, this
study is placing more of an emphasis on the narrative as a whole and its relationship to the surrounding text than on verbal points of contact between
the Book of Mormon and the King James Bible
(whose language it has adopted for much of the biblical material within the text).
Allusion and Echo Allusion
It is also necessary to discuss the concept of
“echoes” within the text. An allusion, by definition,
must be indirect or passing. “The test for [allusion]
is that it is a phenomenon that some reader or readers may fail to observe.”13 A reader’s recognition
and understanding of an allusion passes through
three distinct stages. First, the allusion must be recognized. Second, the text alluded to must be identified. Finally, this recognition changes the reader’s
interpretation of the local text.14
Just as allusions can be missed, it is also possible to find allusions where none exist. These
are caused when common language is shared by
two sources, but where no rhetorical device was
employed or intended. To see an allusion where
none exists is, essentially, to misinterpret the intentionality of the text.
Schaefer distinguishes between a conscious
allusion and an “echo allusion.” The echo allusion is
often unintentional, which results from the
use of stock language in common circulation.
The author reflects or replicates ideas that can
be found in previous literature, but he may be
unaware of the background source, and he does
not wittingly advert to the original. Because an
echo is unintentional, its understanding does
not require knowledge of a particular source.
18
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The interpreter who fails to distinguish between
allusions which are intentional and echoes
which are not can err in attributing what recalls
a source by chance and what is a deliberate
reference; this leads to misapprehension in the
exegesis of a text.15

In other words, it is necessary when finding an
allusion to demonstrate its intentionality—that its
identification will alter the interpretation of the text
and thus show that it is not just a familiar phrase or
point of contact between texts. This discussion also
brings up another significant point. A reader must
be a “competent” reader to recognize the allusion.
He must be capable of identifying the referent text,
and he must be able to recognize the relationship
between the alluding text and the referent text.
In order to evaluate perceived allusions in Paul’s
writings, Richard B. Hays notes seven questions that
should be used to test the presence of allusions or
echoes within a text:16
1. Availability: Was the source of the alleged
allusion available to the author and/or the original reader?
2. Volume: How extensive is the explicit repe
tition of words or syntax (or other indicators)?
How prominent is the material in the source
text? How much rhetorical stress does the allusion receive in the alluding text?
3. Recurrence: How often does the author cite
or allude to the same scriptural passage?
4. Thematic Coherence: How well does the
alleged allusion fit into the argument that the
alluding text is developing?
5. Historical Plausibility: Could the author
have intended the alleged meaning effect?
Would his readers have understood it?
6. Historical Interpretation: Have others seen
the same allusion?
7. Satisfaction: Does the proposed reading
make sense?

While Paul’s use of scripture is often quite different from the prophets’ use of scripture in the Book
of Mormon, these questions still provide an excellent tool for evaluation. For example, the question
of availability is significant; unlike the Pauline
texts, the Book of Mormon often does not provide
citations.17

ben-porat’s model of literary
allusion

In 1976, Ziva Ben-Porat published her landmark
study, “The Poetics of Literary Allusion.”18 In this
study, Ben-Porat defined the term literary allusion
as follows:
The literary allusion is a device for the simultaneous activation of two texts. The activation is
achieved through the manipulation of a special
signal: a sign (simple or complex) in a given
text characterized by an additional larger “referent.” This referent is always an independent
text. The simultaneous activation of the two
texts thus connected results in the formation of
intertextual patterns whose nature cannot be
predetermined.19

that can be used within the literary allusions to
help the reader recognize the source text.22 In doing
so, I will be focusing on the criteria presented by
Konrad Schaefer23 and Jon Paulien.24 This study will
focus on four distinct categories of allusive markers:
(1) quotations, (2) structural parallels, (3) thematic
parallels, and (4) verbal parallels. As we recognize
these markers, we identify the referent text to which
the Book of Mormon alludes. Once the two texts
are identified, the literary allusion allows us to reinterpret the Book of Mormon text by incorporating
the literary allusion as a rhetorical device indicating
authorial intent.
Quotations
In general, we consider quotation to be an
exact and usually explicit movement of text from
one source to another. In studies involving ancient
texts, such a definition is proven to be too narrow
for three major reasons. First, texts are often translated across language barriers, eliminating exact
quotations. Second, texts are often changed through
transmission errors and editing; quotations may be
inexact because extant copies of a text may not correctly represent an earlier version, which has been
quoted. Third, ancient writers were generally not as
explicit, either in identifying a source or an author,
as we are today. This makes identifying a source
text much more difficult. Within the field of ancient
textual studies, a broader definition of quotation is
used. As Konrad Schaefer explains:

Ben-Porat then describes the process of this
activation:
The more complex process of actualizing a literary allusion can be described as a movement
starting with the recognition of the marker and
ending with the intertextual patterning. The
reader has to perceive the existence of a marker
before any further activity can take place. This
perception entails a recollection of the original
form of the marker, and in most cases leads
to the identification of the text in which it has
originally appeared. The recollection of the
marker’s original form may suffice for a modified and fuller interpretation of the sign as it
appears in the alluding text. Identification of
the marker’s larger “referent,” the evoked text,
is mandatory for intertextual patterning beyond the modified interpretation of the marker
itself.20

The process of activating the literary allusion
then takes on four distinct stages: (1) recognition of
the marking elements and signs, (2) identification
of the evoked text, (3) modification of the original
interpretation of the local text, and (4) activation
of the evoked text as a whole to produce maximum
intertextual patterns.21
Types of Markers
Rather than detailing the different ways in
which an allusive marker may be expressed, I wish
to discuss, in general terms, the kinds of markers

Quotations occur when an author reproduces
the words or formulation of a literary source
which is traceable from his choice of words or
of turns of phrase. This involves deliberate borrowing of significant and sufficient wording
and phrasing “in a form which one would not
have used them had it not been for a knowledge
of their occurrence in this particular form in
another source.” A quotation can be attested
when there are collateral indicators pointing the
interpreter to an original context.25

In this way, a text that does not provide an
explicit statement, and that is not necessarily
exact, may still be identified as a quotation.26 This
expanded definition is particularly important when
working with the Book of Mormon—a text for
which only Joseph Smith’s 1829 translation exists.
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Thematic Parallels
Thematic parallels occur when both the local
and the source texts exist within a common theme
that usually extends far beyond the boundaries of
the allusion or the context of the quotation. However, like the allusion itself, “In the case of thematic
parallels, significant verbal affinities ‘are to be distinguished from “stock language”’ or themes which
have moorings in particular genres of previous literature.”27 In doing so, we recognize the conscious
effort to use the source text to evoke a desired
response in the reader of the local text.
Verbal Parallels
Verbal parallels are the weakest of these criteria. A verbal parallel requires that “at least two
words of more than minor significance are parallel between a passage.”28 I would add that in some
instances an arguably unique verbal contact can
be seen in a single word.29 Taken by itself, a verbal
parallel can only be reasonably seen as an echo
allusion and not as an indicator for textual reliance. However, particularly when identified along
with other parallels, these can be a further indicator of probability that a local text has been successfully identified as a conscious allusion. While
their presence does not by itself indicate contact
between texts, a lack of verbal parallels may present a serious problem to a proposed allusive relationship between a local text and a source text.
application of the method and
discussion of the text

Identification of Markers
The first step in the recognition and analysis of
literary allusion in the Book of Mormon is to identify the markers that trigger the intertextual con20
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nection between 1 Nephi 3:31–4:19 and 1 Samuel 17.
The most effective allusive markers in the narrative
in 1 Nephi are the thematic parallels. While these
are not the only markers, the thematic parallels
provide us with a useful framework to introduce the
various elements that make up the signs with their
markers.
Identification of the Marker and Marked Text
The first thematic parallel occurs with the introduction of the antagonist. In the Book of Mormon
text, this role is filled by Laban.30 In the Old Testament parallel, we have the Philistine Goliath.31
The second set of cast members includes Laman
and Lemuel in the Book of Mormon and faithless
Israel—“Saul and all Israel”—in the Old Testament
text. This thematic parallel will be strengthened
throughout the entire literary section. The antagonist is introduced in terms of his military prowess. Goliath, first seen on the field of battle, is the
champion of the Philistines. Laban is introduced as
the commander of fifty in the Jerusalem garrison
(and described as being able to kill fifty). And, the
response of everyone but the protagonist is fear.
When Saul and all Israel
heard those words of
the Philistine, they were
dismayed, and greatly
afraid.32

Laman and Lemuel again
began to murmur, saying:
How is it possible that the
Lord will deliver Laban
into our hands? Behold,
he is a mighty man, and
he can command fifty,
yea, even he can slay fifty;
then why not us?33

Following the fearful response to the threat of
the antagonist, the protagonist is introduced. In
the Book of Mormon narrative, the protagonist is
Nephi.34 In the Old Testament text, it is David.35 At
this first appearance, the protagonist encourages
those around him—faithless Israel and Laman and
Lemuel—in their task, stating that there is nothing to fear and that he is willing to challenge the
antagonist.
Both protagonists cite miracles as the basis for
their faith. David cites instances from his own life,36
and Nephi cites one from the history of Israel and
one from his own life.37 They each then conclude by
remarking that just as God performed those miracles, God will deliver them from the hand of their
antagonists. Again, we have close thematic parallels

Better That One Man Should Perish, by Scott Snow. © Scott Snow.

Structural Parallels
Paulien defines structural parallels as existing when material in the local text and material in
the source text occur in the same order. I would
add that structural parallels are also seen in poetic
structures and in narrative dialogue. This evidence
becomes stronger as the structure is extended over
a larger body of text, and generally functions as a
more effective indicator than thematic or verbal
parallels.

in the two accounts. In this case, we also get a series
of verbal parallels: the phrases in the Old Testament
account are “The Lord that delivered me” and “he
will deliver me,”38 relative to Nephi’s “the Lord is
able to deliver us.”39
A second thematic parallel also occurs in
David’s suggestion that “thy servant slew both the
lion and the bear: and this uncircumcised Philistine shall be as one of them.”40 This suggests
(prophetically) that what happened to the lion
and the bear will also happen to the Philistine. In
Nephi’s parallel account, he speaks of a similar fate
awaiting Laban: “The Lord is able to deliver us,
even as our fathers, and to destroy Laban, even as
the Egyptians.”41 What is particularly interesting
about this phrase in the Book of Mormon is that it
foreshadows Laban’s death. In making an oracular

statement here about what will happen, Nephi has
already determined that Laban will be destroyed
“as the Egyptians.” This is much more explicit than
the reference to Laban’s death given by an angel
earlier in 1 Nephi 3:29. Just as in the historical Exodus, Nephi’s point is clear: God will help fight their
battles.42 The parting of the sea is also significant,
as it serves to show God destroying the enemies
of Israel while they are leaving for their promised
land. The actual reference is an explicit reference to
Old Testament events. This runs parallel to Nephi’s
description of Lehi’s journey into the wilderness as
a second exodus, and functions as a brief comparison between Laban (and his tens of thousands) and
the might and armies of Egypt, as an obstacle that
stood between Israel and their promised land.43
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David Slaying Goliath, by Peter Paul Rubens. Courtesy The Norton Simon Foundation.

In the next section of both texts, we have the
confrontation between the antagonist and the
protagonist. We have a distinctive point of verbal
contact (perhaps even a quotation) in the phrase
“delivered thee into mine hand.”44 It is also a thematic parallel. Nephi’s account may also represent a
reference to Exodus 21:13.45 Here, in both stories, we
have the protagonist claiming that God will deliver
the antagonist into his hands.
Another thematic parallel here is that David
claims to be killing Goliath so that “all the earth
may know that there is a God in Israel.”46 In
Nephi’s account, Laban is killed so that Nephi’s
posterity will know the God of Israel:
Behold the Lord slayeth the wicked to bring
forth his righteous purposes. It is better that one
man should perish than that a nation should
22
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dwindle and perish in unbelief. And now, when
I, Nephi, had heard these words, I remembered
the words of the Lord which he spake unto me
in the wilderness, saying that: Inasmuch as
thy seed shall keep my commandments, they
shall prosper in the land of promise. Yea, and I
also thought that they could not keep the commandments of the Lord according to the law of
Moses, save they should have the law.47

Both narrative units then end with the death
of the antagonist and the subsequent removal and
keeping of his armor. While the thematic parallels
are strong, the verbal parallels are striking. David
“ran, and stood upon the Philistine, and took his
sword, and drew it out of the sheath thereof, and
slew him, and cut off his head therewith.” Nephi

writes that he “beheld his sword, and I drew it forth
from the sheath thereof; . . . and took Laban by
the hair of the head, and I smote off his head with
his own sword.” The protagonist takes the sword
belonging to his incapacitated opponent and decapitates him with it.48
This strikingly similar description functions
as the climax of both narrative units. The Book of
Mormon then transitions to a new narrative section as Nephi took “the garments of Laban” and put
them upon his “own body,”49 while David “put his
[Goliath’s] armour in his tent.”50
In addition to the marking elements discussed
above, we see another pattern: All of the thematic
parallels exist in the same order in both narratives.
First, we have the introduction of the antagonist,
who is described in terms of his feats of strength
and who inspires fear. Then the protagonist
responds, claiming that there is no need to fear—
the God who has historically acted on the protagonist’s behalf will again act to destroy this threat, not
only to save the protagonist, but also to ensure that
God is recognized in the future. Next the antagonist and protagonist meet, and the text announces
to us that the antagonist is delivered into the hands
of the protagonist by God. Finally, the antagonist
is reduced to a helpless state, and the protagonist
takes his enemy’s sword, pulls it from its sheath,
decapitates the antagonist, and then gathers his foe’s
armor as his own.
Parallel Passages in 1 Samuel and 1 Nephi
1 Samuel 17:4–7, 11

1 Nephi 3:31

1 Samuel 17:32

1 Nephi 4:1

1 Samuel 17:34–37

1 Nephi 4:2–3

1 Samuel 17:45–46

1 Nephi 4:6, 10–12, 17

1 Samuel 17:51

1 Nephi 4:9, 18

1 Samuel 17:54

1 Nephi 4:19

The thematic elements follow a relatively simple
structural parallel. This parallel being sustained
throughout the entire narrative text is a strong indicator that the Book of Mormon narrative is reliant
on the biblical text.

Interpretation of the Texts
Discussion of the Local Interpretations
When we first read the text in 1 Nephi—before
we recognize the signs with their markers that signal the literary allusion—the story is one we are
generally familiar with. As the narrative unfolds,
we see Laman and Lemuel are afraid of Laban.
Not only is Laban himself capable of killing them,
but Laban also commands fifty men who are also
capable of killing them (3:31). Nephi places his faith
in the Lord who has commanded them to retrieve
the plates of brass from Laban (4:1).51 Nephi tells us
that the Lord is greater than Laban, Laban’s fifty,
or even Laban’s ten thousand. Nephi then recalls
Moses and the Israelite exodus from Egypt in an
attempt to persuade his brothers to have faith. Specifically, he recounts the parting of the Red Sea and
the subsequent death of the Egyptians who followed
the Israelites. This, along with the angel who had
just recently appeared to all of them to confirm the
will of the Lord in retrieving the plates, serves as
reminders of the power of the Lord in accomplishing his will. The brothers, still angry and fearful,
agree to go to Jerusalem for another attempt to
gain the plates. Nephi enters the city alone, heading
toward the house of Laban with no plan as to how
he would acquire the brass plates. As he approaches
the house of Laban, he finds Laban incapacitated on
the ground. He feels constrained by the Spirit to kill
Laban, but he hesitates because he does not want
to kill a man. The Spirit tells Nephi that God has
“delivered Laban into thy hands” so that Nephi will
kill him and thus be able to retrieve the brass plates.
Nephi also considers the fact that Laban had on the
previous encounter tried to have Nephi killed and
that Laban was (in Nephi’s estimation) a wicked
man who did not keep the commandments of God.
The Spirit then enjoins Nephi a third time to kill
Laban, calling Laban wicked and explaining that
the price of Laban’s death was justified in the purposes of God. Nephi, recognizing the importance
of the brass plates, obeys the Spirit, takes Laban’s
sword, and executes him with it.
Within this narrative we reach several conclusions. First, Nephi’s faith is rightly placed in God.
Second, God does not require money or might
to achieve his objectives, merely that his servants
place their faith in the Spirit. Third, the wicked who
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attempt to thwart God will fail. Fourth, to those
with faith, God reveals his will through the Spirit.
Discussion of the Referent Text
Once the signs with their markers have been
recognized, we are pointed toward another text,
this one in 1 Samuel. In this narrative, all of Israel
is under threat of destruction or enslavement at the
hands of the Philistines, represented particularly
in their champion Goliath. All of Israel is afraid of
Goliath (1 Samuel 17:4–11), except for David.
He [Saul] and his army are disarmed by fear
and completely helpless. David is able; or rather
he is uniquely able, since the rest of Israel is
powerless. There is nothing deficient, however
slightly so, about David’s courage; there is nothing tentative about his resolution. . . . Only to
Yahweh does he appeal for assistance, and here
again his conduct is impeccable: his confidence
in the power of god is absolute.52

David shows no fear because of the results he
had previously experienced when placing his faith
in the Lord (1 Samuel 17:32–36). David takes the
field of battle and is victorious—first incapacitating
the Philistine and then decapitating him with his
own sword. These occurrences are evidence of Saul’s
fall from favor. Because of Saul’s sin, Saul has been
rejected as king of Israel.53
So in the middle chapters as a result of Saul’s
sin, his dynasty is not established; another
house is destined to take its place.54

Although Samuel had previously anointed
David as the next king,55 it is because of his success
against the Philistines (and Goliath in particular)
that David supplants Saul and Jonathan, first as
the premier warrior in Israel56 and then later as the
king.57 The concept that God has delivered Goliath
into the hands of David is a sign that God is with
David and, ultimately, a signal that God has chosen
David as king.
Reinterpretation of the Local Text
Having recognized the literary allusion, we
now reinterpret the Book of Mormon text through
the lens of the David and Goliath narrative. Nephi
can be seen as the heir apparent. He will be king.
The others may not recognize his kingship, but, in
“delivering into his hand” the antagonist, the enemy
24
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of true Israel, God has demonstrated his preference. (This, of course, simply reinforces 1 Nephi
3:30, prior to the beginning of the narrative, where
Nephi, like David, has already been chosen). Laman
and Lemuel are representative of Saul and the
rest of faithless Israel. They are afraid, in a way
that prevents them from taking action, and their
own wickedness has precluded them from being
favored by God (and so precluded either of them
from becoming king). Nephi’s calculated language
shows that he was not guilty of murder in the case
of Laban (at least by his own estimation) and that he
considered Laban to be guilty of theft, of attempted
murder, and of the larger crime of wickedness
before God. As a result, God’s “delivering him” into
Nephi’s hands both alleviates the guilt that might
have normally come upon Nephi and suggests the
miraculous nature of its occurrence. Nephi overcomes not only Laban (Goliath) but also by extension his fifty or, like David, his tens of thousands
(perhaps intended in Nephi’s remarks in 1 Nephi
4:1). Regardless, Nephi takes the sword from fallen
Laban and decapitates him. It is with this graphic
image that the narrative unit closes. Nephi has
proven his faith in God, and will return victorious
to his people.
Development of Extended Links
Noel Reynolds discusses the two major issues
covered in Nephi’s writings: his reign and his
ministry:58
The two messages of the book are tied together
in such a way that whoever accepts the teachings of Christ accepts that Nephi was a legitimate ruler, and vice versa. . . . Nephi carefully
constructed what he wrote to convince his own
and later generations that the Lord had selected
him over his older brothers to be Lehi’s successor. Thus, one interesting way to read the
account is as a political tract produced to show
that his rule was authoritative. . . . What we
tend to read as a story of flight from Jerusalem
is really a carefully designed account explaining to his successors why their religious faith in
Christ and their political tradition—the kingship of Nephi—were both true and legitimate.59

Despite Reynolds’s explorations, the extent to which
Nephi developed his political arguments has largely
gone unrecognized. Once we recognize the literary

allusion here in this narrative unit, several things
become clear. First, Nephi’s intent in including the
narrative of his killing Laban has significant implications for his kingship (but not necessarily for his
ministry). In 2 Nephi 5:18, Nephi records that he
was asked to accept the role of king over the fledgling colony. He recorded his response as follows:
And it came to pass that they would that I
should be their king. But I, Nephi, was desirous
that they should have no king; nevertheless, I
did for them according to that which was in my
power.

According to the text, Nephi
accepts the role of king over
the people. Jacob verifies this
in the following chapter when
says he was “consecrated by [his]
brother Nephi, unto whom ye
look as a king or a protector.”60
Jacob (like Nephi) seems to show
some hesitancy here in calling
Nephi a king over the people.
But certainly by the time Nephi
has passed away and Jacob has
assumed the role of spiritual
leader of the people, there were
no such reservations.61 However,
the kingship of Nephi was a particularly divisive issue between
the two separate factions of
Lehi’s children. And the issue of
who had the right to be king is
brought up frequently in the text.
For Nephi, this position of
authority is foreshadowed by
prophecy. He is told by the Lord that “inasmuch
as thou shalt keep my commandments, thou shalt
be made a ruler and a teacher over thy brethren.”
Later, in the trip back to Jerusalem to recover the
brass plates, Nephi’s older brothers are told by an
angel “Know ye not that the Lord hath chosen him
to be a ruler over you, and this because of your
iniquities?”62
Laman and Lemuel are consistently portrayed
by Nephi as being jealous and outraged that he
would usurp their natural right of inheritance and
leadership. This is repeated through the narrative,
but is perhaps best spelled out in 1 Nephi 16:37–38:

And Laman said unto Lemuel and also unto the
sons of Ishmael: Behold, let us slay our father,
and also our brother Nephi, who has taken it
upon him to be our ruler and our teacher, who
are his elder brethren. Now, he says that the
Lord has talked with him, and also that angels
have ministered unto him. But behold, we know
that he lies unto us; and he tells us these things,
and he worketh many things by his cunning
arts, that he may deceive our eyes, thinking,
perhaps, that he may lead us away into some
strange wilderness; and after he has led us away,

Laman and Lemuel. Illustration by Joseph Brickey.

he has thought to make himself a king and a
ruler over us, that he may do with us according
to his will and pleasure. And after this manner
did my brother Laman stir up their hearts to
anger.

We, as the readers of the text, can appreciate
the irony in Laman’s comments. After all, Laman
was present when the angel came to them in the
cave. Laman seems to be guilty of several of the
points of which he accuses Nephi. This theme of
jealousy and anger is repeated in 1 Nephi 18:10 and
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in 2 Nephi 5:3, 19. In the latter passage, this issue
becomes the reason that Lehi’s descendants split
into two groups—the Lamanites and the Nephites.
And, at the time that Nephi began writing his small
plates, it seems to have been one of the most critical
issues. As Noel Reynolds noted, “Nephi carefully
constructed what he wrote to convince his own and
later generations that the Lord had selected him
over his older brothers to be Lehi’s successor.”63 It
is only natural then that we should expect to see
portions of Nephi’s record deal with the political
environment in which Nephi wrote. In following
Reynolds’s observations, not only is Nephi selected
to succeed his father, he is also chosen to found a

new dynastic kingship—one that would remain
intact for almost 600 years.
Nephi established his kingship through his
narrative, to be passed on to his children, and his
children’s children. And it was not just Nephi’s
kingship. Through this narrative we also see the
legitimizing of a new dynasty. The Lehite offshoot
of Israel no longer has a Davidic king. They have
Nephi.64 Just as importantly, like the relationship
between Saul and David, this narrative presents and
explains the source of Laman and Lemuel’s enmity
with Nephi.
The Death of Laban
John Welch has argued that Nephi’s phrase “the
Lord hath delivered him into thy hands”65 refers
back to Exodus 21:13. He suggests:
The crucial question, however, is whether or not
the law of Exodus 21:13–14 would have applied
to the case of Nephi’s killing of Laban.66

Saul Attempts the Life of David, by Gustave Doré.
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I believe that this is the wrong question.
Whether or not we believe the law in Exodus
applied to Nephi is to some extent irrelevant to what
Nephi believed. The fact that he includes several
distinct references to the passage would suggest that
he did, in fact, think it was applicable. So, we should
be asking in what way Nephi thought it applied to
his situation, not whether in fact it applied at all. In
asking whether or not the law applies in this specific
case, we are not developing a textual interpretation
but rather providing an apologetic for a modern and
probably incorrect understanding of the text. We
want to justify Laban’s death. The better approach
(although from an apologetic perspective perhaps
less satisfying, since we still are faced with the issue
of whether or not Nephi was justified in killing
Laban) is to ask how Nephi felt that the law applied
to him—that is to say, how does he justify the killing of Laban within the context of the Mosaic law.
Dealing with intent in the technical fashion that
Welch does is problematic, since the text itself states
that this narrative is written long after the events
occurred, and the text twice gives a foreshadowing
of Laban’s demise (first from the angel and then
later from Nephi himself). If we accept the chronology provided in the text literally, then there is a real
issue of whether or not Nephi entered the city fully
expecting to kill Laban. Additionally, Nephi uses
the phrase to “shed blood.” While Welch briefly

discusses this phrase, it was used in the Old Testament to reference violent killings that violated cultic
purity and required a response to keep the land
from being tainted.67
While the Hebrew text of Exodus 21 allows
for the accidental (or even happenstance) occurrence of homicide, the 1 Samuel text allows for the
intentional and divinely mandated killing of an
enemy68 (as was the case with Goliath and David).
Nephi is also making it clear that he views Laban
(even though he is an Israelite) as an enemy—both
to himself and to God—and thus ultimately deserving of the fate which he receives. This is essential if
Nephi wishes to portray Laban as Goliath and their
encounter as one of the foundational events establishing Nephi’s dynasty.
Evaluation
In answering Hays’s questions, some can be
easily addressed. Was the Samuel text available to
the authors and readers of the text? Certainly, if
we accept the narrative as reasonably accurate, the
brass plates would seem to be the source of the biblical material used. More than this, the members of
the Nephite community show an awareness of several aspects of David’s history, notably his polygamy
as mentioned in Jacob 2.
The strengths of the argument for textual reliance lie in (1) the significant number of markers,
(2) the shared structure of both narratives, and
(3) that the literary allusion strengthens a rhetorical
argument that Nephi makes consistently in his writings. The first two points argue for an acceptance of
the proposed allusion and answer the questions of
volume and recurrence. The final point emphasizes
the argument Nephi forwards. This allusion seems
to be intended to convince its readers that Nephi is
a legitimate king and that there was a dynastic shift
from the Davidic line of kings. This argument follows reasonably on Reynolds’s proposals.
The questions of historical plausibility and
historical interpretation are less clear. It seems
possible that the Nephites did accept these events
as intended (although not necessarily because of
the text). The sword of Laban becomes a symbol
of authority for the Nephite kings.69 In terms of
the short history of the English translation, LDS
authors have noted the similarities between Nephi’s
killing of Laban and David’s killing of Goliath,

however none has made the suggestion that this is
an allusion or deliberate mimesis.
The final question is that of satisfaction. Does
the proposed reading make sense? From my personal perspective, this reading does do just that.
And it helps to place this narrative within a context that allows us to understand why Nephi might
include this episode along with its particular details
in his small plates.
conclusions and discoveries

As I mentioned in the introduction, any study
that deals with intertextuality and authorial intent
will always remain hypothetical. However, in providing a methodology and a criteria for identifying
the signals with their markers, along with a way of
evaluating our proposal, we can be more confident
that a literary allusion is being used in the Book of
Mormon text. It has been the intent of this paper to
demonstrate that the number of parallels between
the texts and the structural connection between

Nephi is also making it clear that he
views Laban (even though he is an
Israelite) as an enemy—both to himself
and to God—and thus ultimately
deserving of the fate which he receives.
This is essential if Nephi wishes to portray
Laban as Goliath and their encounter
as one of the foundational events
establishing Nephi’s dynasty.

the two texts suggest that the Book of Mormon
contains a literary allusion to the biblical narrative
of David and Goliath. It is, however, the rhetorical
purpose served by this allusion—a purpose that fits
the internal statements of purpose and intent and
enhances an understanding of the Book of Mormon
narrative on a larger scale—that provides an indication that our hypothesis is correct and that the
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new meaning we find in the text brings us closer to
understanding the intent of Nephi.
I selected this particular episode in the Book
of Mormon as the case study for literary dependency for several reasons. First, most LDS members
are familiar with both narratives. This allows for
minimal discussion and interpretation of the two
sources prior to the introduction of the literary allusion. It also allows us to address the modified local
interpretation without having to detail each point
as it is made. Second, there have been several proposals examining connections between the Nephite
exodus and the Israelite exodus from Egypt under
Moses. The passages discussed here lie outside the
typical comments we find regarding these parallels.
Third, this passage had some unique applications in
the arena of textual criticism of the Old Testament,
which I feel reflect on the authenticity of the Book
of Mormon as a historical text.
If the assessment of literary dependency holds
true, we have discovered a unique source of insight
into the formation of the traditional text of the
Bible, as well as into the contents of the brass plates.
There has been a long-standing debate with regard
to the original composition of the Samuel texts.
This debate has lingered because of the differences
between various manuscripts and textual families.
For the purposes of this study, this is particularly
significant because, as Johan Lust writes, “As far
as the Books of Samuel are concerned, the story of
David and Goliath is by far the most important of
the contexts in which several manuscripts of the
Septuagint, among which the early majuscule B, differ considerably from the present Hebrew text. The
Greek version . . . is much shorter than the Hebrew.
It omits 1 Samuel 17, 12–31.41.48b.50.55–18,6a.10–
12.17–19.21b.30.”70 Lust further asks: “Which text
is to be preferred, the longer or the shorter one?
Which criteria allow us to make a proper choice?”71
The contribution of this study with regard to these
questions is to note that the specific markers that
Nephi uses within the Samuel text fall exclusively
within the shorter source. Nephi only references
17:4–7, 11, 32, 34–37, 45–46, 51, and 54. The notable
omission of the longer (and arguably later)72 additions to the text may well represent the notion that
the text of Samuel contained in Nephi’s brass plates
did not include these additions. This might also suggest some degree of confirmation for the idea that
perhaps the earlier text of the account of David and
28
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Goliath stemmed from a northern source. The brass
plates, belonging to the descendants of the northern
tribe of Manasseh, may represent such a source.73
There is also the phrase in 1 Nephi 4:13: “It
is better that one man should perish than that a
nation should dwindle and perish in unbelief.”
Much has been said about the close connection
between this phrase and the text of John 11:50: “Nor
consider that it is expedient for us, that one man
should die for the people, and that the whole nation
perish not.” While nothing conclusive can be said
about this passage, the narrative in 1 Samuel would
certainly offer a plausible scenario in which such a
statement might occur. When the Philistine champion appears to Israel, he shouts to their assembled
armies:
Why are ye come out to set your battle in array?
am not I a Philistine, and ye servants to Saul?
choose you a man for you, and let him come
down to me. If he be able to fight with me, and
to kill me, then will we be your servants: but if I
prevail against him, and kill him, then shall ye
be our servants, and serve us. And the Philistine
said, I defy the armies of Israel this day; give me
a man, that we may fight together.74

Despite Saul’s reluctance and his suggestion
that David cannot possibly defeat the giant, he still
agrees to send David forth. How we apply the narrative is again based on a purely theoretical imposition. But the idea is that one or the other will die
and, in theory, this will spare the armies of the
two nations.75 Rather than losing its armies and
its strength, Israel sends forth David as a sacrifice
for the rest of Israel. Even Goliath recognizes this
when he declares: “Am I a dog, that thou comest to
me with staves?”76 Much more work remains to be
done.
In detailing exactly the process by which I justify this identification, I hope to encourage discussion and critical input. The Book of Mormon as a
repository of intertextual material has not begun
to be explored. It will take patience and significant
effort to reexamine the text and to produce an
exegesis that more closely resembles the intent of its
authors. A study of the intertextuality of the Book
of Mormon will help us not only find better meaning within the text, but also better understand the
texts that the Book of Mormon authors reference in
their writings. n
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a result, the conclusions reached by scholars adopting a literaryand redaction-critical approach were themselves theoretical.
This does not mean that the theory was in no way descriptive of
historical reality, but theory without any empirical model runs
the risk of being too one-sided or restricted for describing the
process of transmitting texts. Empirical models are needed to
complement the purely theoretical speculations which are so
popular in literary- and redaction-critical investigations” (p. 25).
Ziva Ben-Porat, “The Poetics of Literary Allusion,” PTL: A
Journal for Descriptive Poetics and Theory of Literature 1 (1976):
105–28.
Others have written on this topic, using similar approaches. For
a few additional significant contributions, see Benjamin D. Sommer, A Prophet Reads Scripture: Allusion in Isaiah 40–66 (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1998); Sommer, “Exegesis,
Allusion and Intertextuality in the Hebrew Bible: A Response to
Lyle Eslinger,” Vetus Testamentum 46 (1996): 479–89; Richard B.
Hays, Echoes of Scripture in the Letters of Paul (New Haven, CT:
Yale University Press, 1993); Michael Fishbane, Biblical Interpretation in Ancient Israel (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1985); Michael
Fishbane, “Inner-Biblical Exegesis: Types and Strategies of Interpretation in Ancient Israel” in The Garments of Torah: Essays in
Biblical Hermeneutics (Bloomington: Indiana University Press,
1992), 3–15; Yair Zakovitch, An Introduction to Inner-Biblical
Interpretation [Hebrew] (Even-Yehuda: Reches, 1992); Gershon
Hepner, “Verbal Resonance in the Bible and Intertextuality,”
Journal for the Study of the Old Testament 96 (2001): 3–27; W. H.
Schniedewind, “‘Are We His People or Not?’ Biblical Interpretation during Crisis,” Biblica 76 (1995): 540–50; W. Dennis Tucker
Jr., “Psalm 95: Text, Context, and Intertext,” Biblica 81 (2000):
533–41.
A reader who is familiar with the referent text is considered
competent while a reader who is unfamiliar with the referent
text (and by extension unable to recognize the reference or allusion) is not.
Ben-Porat, “Poetics of Literary Allusion,” 107.
Sommer takes exception to this idea, noting: “This distinction between intertextuality, on the one hand, and allusion and
influence, on the other, is basic to contemporary theoretical
discussions of the relations between texts, though many readers
continue to confuse them.” Sommer, A Prophet Reads Scripture,
8. The distinction that Sommer makes is between intertextuality, which does not attempt to establish which text is the source
and which is the borrower, and the study of allusion or reference,

10.

11.

12.

13.
14.

which does. While Sommer finds these narrow and technical
definitions useful in his study, I find them less so in mine. I am
using intertextuality in a broader sense—it is inclusive of allusion and literary allusion. These are then examples of directionally defined intertextuality.
It is not the purpose of this study to debate whether or not
authorial intent can be discovered. This essay is concerned with
evidence for deliberate allusion within the text. Such evidence,
if it exists, can only be understood in terms of authorial intent.
Following this idea, Kevin Vanhoozer, in Is There Meaning in
This Text? The Bible, the Reader and the Morality of Literary
Knowledge (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1998), suggests that the
reader of scripture is concerned with two layers of authorship—
the human author and the divine author. Vanhoozer further recognizes that the divine authorship can only be viewed through
both the human author’s intention and the canon representing a
unified communication. The text of the Book of Mormon contains explicit descriptions of both human and divine purpose.
This fact, that authorial intent is expressed within the text, is
highly significant and should be taken into consideration when
dealing with the discovery of allusion and rhetorical strategies
within the text. Given this perspective, it is my intent to demonstrate enough evidence for a deliberate use of intertextuality
(through demonstrated literary allusion) to silence the argument
for an accidental grouping of syntax and theme. I avoid the
intentional fallacy by not going outside of the text to search for
meaning. For a discussion on this see W. K. Wimsatt, “Genesis:
An Argument Resumed,” in Day of the Leopards: Essays in
Defense of Poems (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1976),
11–39; see also Monroe C. Beardsley, Aesthetics from Classical
Greece to the Present: A Short History (New York: Macmillan,
1966).
The extent to which these texts resemble our current biblical
texts is open to debate. However, there is no question that the
Book of Mormon quotes extensively from a biblical source, more
explicitly in the large sections taken nearly verbatim from the
King James text of Isaiah and less noticeably in the minor passages quoted from a range of biblical texts including Deuteronomy, Numbers, and Psalms. This borrowing can be seen consistently and shows a deliberate usage of the biblical text consistent
with the application being discussed here.
This kind of special application is often seen in discussing inner
biblical textual reliance. For example, it is seen in the claims that
Deuteronomy both quotes Jeremiah and is quoted by Jeremiah.
These arguments rely on a hypothetical proto-Deuteronomy
text that is used by Jeremiah, and then a later final version of
Deuteronomy that uses Jeremiah. See, for example, William
L. Holladay, “Elusive Deuteronomists, Jeremiah, and ProtoDeuteronomy,” Catholic Biblical Quarterly 66/1 (2004): 55–77. It
also occurs when texts have been translated and are not known
(or are incomplete) in their original languages, as is the case
with the Psalms of Solomon, eighteen poems originally written
in Hebrew that now exist only in Greek and Syriac texts. These
kinds of issues are dealt with, for example, in Joseph L. Trafton,
The Syriac Version of the Psalms of Solomon: A Critical Evaluation (Atlanta, GA: Society of Biblical Literature, 1985).
T. V. F. Brogan, ed., The New Princeton Handbook of Poetic
Terms (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1994), 14.
For a more detailed description of the process see Ben-Porat. In
this regard, Schaefer notes: “The essence of the conscious allusion is the author’s intention to recall previous oracles with their
context; once the reader recognizes the reference, the horizons
for comprehension are expanded. The author, who “is fully
conscious of the source as well as of its relevance to his composition,” writes for the reader who presumably knows the source
and of the author’s intention to refer to it. In this case, the source
alluded to can be fully understood only in the light of its context
within the original work.” Konrad R. Schaefer, “Zechariah 14:
A Study in Allusion,” Catholic Biblical Quarterly 57/1 (1995): 69.
Schaefer quotes Jon Paulien, “Elusive Allusions: The Problematic
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Use of the Old Testament in Revelation,” Biblical Research 33
(1988): 40.
Schaefer, “Zechariah 14,” 69.
Hays, Echoes of Scripture, 29–32. Hays does not distinguish
between an echo and an allusion for the purpose of these questions; his concern is only in identifying instances of intertextuality in Paul. This broader use does not seem to exclude the narrow aim I have here for demonstrating the directional movement
of material. I am only providing the questions here. For further
discussion on their implications see Hays, Echoes of Scripture.
See for example the use of Psalm 95:8–11 in Jacob 1:7.
Ben-Porat, “Poetics of Literary Allusion.”
Ben-Porat, “Poetics of Literary Allusion,” 107–8.
Ben-Porat, “Poetics of Literary Allusion,” 109–10.
Ben-Porat uses a system of abbreviations to work with the various elements of a literary allusion. I have followed this system
in the footnotes. The abbreviations are defined here to assist the
reader who wishes to reconstruct the process:
MA: marking elements in the alluding text
(the signal of the allusion)
MR: marked elements in the referent text
Wills set forth four distinct categories of repetition in Latin
poetry: genimation, polyptoton, parallelism, and modification.
See Jeffrey Wills. Repetition in Latin Poetry: Figures of Allusion
(Oxford: Clarendon, 1996). The work is comprehensive. For the
first two categories, for example, he attempts to identify every
instance in Latin poetry through Juvenal. For the other two,
which are much more common, he still produces a substantial
set of representative instances. While the categories he has chosen work especially well for his subject material, they are less
useful for mine, and I have turned instead to a different classification of the types of textual indicators for allusion.
Schaefer, “Zechariah 14,” 66–91.
Paulien, “Elusive Allusions,” 37–53.
Schaefer, “Zechariah 14,” 68. Within the citation, Schaefer cites
L. P. Trudinger, “Some Observations concerning the Text of the
Old Testament in the Book of Revelation,” Journal of Theological
Studies 17 (1996): 82n1.
Schaefer provides the following example: “In Zechariah 14 we
cannot properly speak of ‘exact quotations,’ although the construction ‘ ונשׁסו הבתים והנשׁים תשׁגלנהthe houses plundered, the
women raped’ (v 2), is quoted from Isa 13:16, an identification
bolstered by numerous other parallels between Zechariah 14 and
Isaiah 13.” Schaefer, “Zechariah 14,” 68. The identification of
Book of Mormon citations of biblical texts is much more speculative, but again, if we can produce adequate textual parallels,
an argument for quotation and not reference or allusion can be
established.
Schaefer, “Zechariah 14,” 70. Schafer quotes Paulien, “Elusive
Allusions,” 43.
Paulien, “Elusive Allusions,” 41.
See, for example, Terrence L. Szink, “To a Land of Promise
(1 Nephi 16–18),” in 1 Nephi to Alma 29, vol. 7 of Studies in
Scripture, ed. Kent P. Jackson (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book,
1987), 60–72. Szink discusses similarities between the Book of
Mormon use of the word murmur parallel to the Old Testament
accounts of the Exodus.
1 Nephi 3:31 (MA).
1 Samuel 17:1–11 (MR).
1 Samuel 17:11 (MR).
1 Nephi 3:31 (MA).
1 Nephi 4:1 (MA).
1 Samuel 17:32 (MR).
1 Samuel 17:34–37 (MR).
1 Nephi 4:2–3 (MA).
Both in 1 Samuel 17:37 (MR).
1 Nephi 4:3 (MA).
1 Samuel 17:36 (MR).
1 Nephi 4:3 (MA).
The reference here to the Exodus inserts another perspective that
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does not deal directly with this interpretation. On the one hand,
Laban is Goliath, and defeating him will defeat the rest of the
forces waiting to carry out their will on Nephi and his brothers.
We also might take the parallels further—Moses was the instrument of the miraculous parting of the sea; Nephi was the instrument of God in completing their mission. However, the development of the exodus theme here, along with this idea of Nephi as
Moses, seems to be secondary and not essential to the meaning
of the text. In this case, it is unlikely that such a meaning (while
valid within the context) is the primary intent of the author.
Nephi has been portraying Lehi as the Moses figure early in the
text (e.g., the use of Numbers 12:6, particularly in 1 Nephi 2:1).
1 Samuel 17:46 (MR) and 1 Nephi 4:11–12 ,17 (MA).
See John W. Welch, “Legal Perspectives on the Slaying of Laban,”
JBMS 1/1 (1992): 119–41. Welch also argues that “precise words
and technical concepts used by Nephi show that he wrote this
story with biblical laws in mind that justifiably cast this episode
in favorable light.” In light of the allusion here, we get a glimpse
of how Nephi understood the biblical passage that he quotes
in his own defense, and we see at least a partial confirmation
of Welch’s arguments. I explore this further in the discussion
below.
1 Samuel 17:46 (MR).
1 Nephi 4:13–15 (MA).
1 Samuel 17:51 (MR) and 1 Nephi 4:9, 18 (MA).
1 Nephi 4:19 (MA).
1 Samuel 17:54 (MR).
Nephi stresses this point earlier when the journey to retrieve
the plates is first introduced in 1 Nephi 3:2, 4–5, 7, 15–16, 21. It
is specifically called the commandment of the Lord seven times
prior to this verse.
P. Kyle McCarter Jr. I Samuel (Garden City: Doubleday, 1964),
295.
See 1 Samuel 15:24; see also vv. 26 and 35.
Dominique Barthélemy, David W. Gooding, Johan Lust, and
Emanuel Tov, The Story of David and Goliath: Textual and Literary Criticism (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht, 1986), 63.
See 1 Samuel 16:12–13. It has been suggested that this passage
is a part of the later narrative of David and Goliath, and as such
should probably not be used as evidence for the literary allusion.
However, if it is not present in the text which Nephi had before
him, its absence does not alter the premise that the David and
Goliath narrative deals with the theme of replacing one dynastic
rule with another. Of particular interest with regard to this study
is David Jobling’s article “Saul’s Fall and Jonathan’s Rise: Tradition and Redaction in 1 Samuel 14:1–46,” Journal of Biblical Literature 95/3 (1976): 367–76. There, Saul is first diminished while
Jonathan is elevated. Some of the same phrases familiar to us
from the narrative of David and Goliath and of Nephi and Laban
also appear in that text. See, for example, 14:12: “for the Lord
hath delivered them [the Philistines] into the hand of Israel.”
Jobling proposes a reading of “into our hands” here (p. 373).
See for example 1 Samuel 18:7 where David and Saul are greeted
by the women on their return from the field of battle: “Saul hath
slain his thousands, and David his tens of thousands.”
In 1 Samuel 18: 8–9 we see Saul realizing for the first time that
he will be supplanted: “They have ascribed unto David ten thousands, and to me they have ascribed but thousands: and what
can he have more but the kingdom?” See also 18:16 and 18:30.
See 1 Nephi 10:1.
Noel B. Reynolds, “Nephi’s Political Testament,” in Rediscovering
the Book of Mormon: Insights You May Have Missed Before, ed.
John L. Sorenson and Melvin J. Thorne (Salt Lake City: Deseret
Book, 1991), 220–21.
2 Nephi 6:2.
Jacob 1:11 reads: “Wherefore, the people were desirous to retain in
remembrance his name. And whoso should reign in his stead were
called by the people, second Nephi, third Nephi, and so forth,
according to the reigns of the kings; and thus they were called by
the people, let them be of whatever name they would.” This is fol-
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lowed in verse 15 by the comment: “And now it came to pass that
the people of Nephi, under the reign of the second king, . . .”
1 Nephi 2:22; 1 Nephi 3:29.
Reynolds, “Nephi’s Political Testament,” 221.
As a side note, all of Nephi’s successors, the text notes, are called
Nephi as well (Jacob 1:11). This perhaps reflects a tradition that
parallels the concept of a Davidic king. In 2 Samuel 7:15–16,
David is told: “But my mercy shall not depart away from him,
as I took it from Saul, whom I put away before thee. And thine
house and thy kingdom shall be established for ever before
thee: thy throne shall be established for ever.” This is a common
theme, and it seems to have been taken to heart by the Nephite
people.
1 Nephi 4:11, but see also 1 Nephi 3:27, 4:12, and 4:17.
Welch, “Legal Perspectives on the Slaying of Laban,” 123.
For discussion, see Donald F. Murray, “Under YHWH’s Veto:
David as Shedder of Blood in Chronicles,” Biblica 82/3 (2001):
457–76.
The phrase in Exodus is  ודיל הנא םיהלאהוwhile the phrase in
1 Samuel is ידיב הוהי ךרגסי. The Book of Mormon translation
follows the term used in 1 Samuel for deity (Lord—YHWH) as
opposed to the Exodus translation of God (elohim). For these
reasons, I reject Welch’s suggestion that the Book of Mormon
translates the rare Hebrew innah from Exodus and instead translates the more common cagar.
See Mosiah 1:16 and Words of Mormon 1:13.
Lust, Story of David and Goliath, 5. This source presents a fairly
comprehensive overview of the debate, and is written by four
individuals with different opinions on the subject as a series of
position papers and responses. Briefer discussions of the topic
can be found in most scholarly commentaries.
Lust, Story of David and Goliath, 5.
Lust, Story of David and Goliath, 5. Lust, Tov, and Gooding
all represent the longer text as an addition to the shorter text.
Tov and Gooding are both more explicit in their arguments
that these are later additions to the text, while Lust begins with
the notion that they may be equally old traditions. Barthelémy
argues that the LXX represents a harmonizing reduction of an
earlier unified text.
John L. Sorenson first forwards this theory in his article “The
‘Brass Plates’ and Biblical Scholarship,” Dialogue 10/4 (1977):
31–39.
1 Samuel 17:8–10.
After Goliath’s defeat, however, the Israelite armies rout the
Philistine forces. This results in the triumphant return of David
and Saul, with the women praising Saul for the thousands he has
defeated, while praising David for his tens of thousands.
1 Samuel 17:43. Also see vv. 42–43 where Goliath expresses his
contempt because they send a boy (“a youth”) to do battle with
him.
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Duane Boyce

Were the
Ammonites
Pacifists?
T

he people of Ammon have long been a source of fascination for readers of
the Book of Mormon. With admiration we read of their repentance, of their literal burial of

their weapons of destruction in the earth, and of their willingness, on two separate occasions, to
suffer death rather than to take up arms in defense of their lives. These are a people whose story
stands out: they refuse to take up arms in a book where taking up arms is virtually routine.1
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The Anti-Nephi-Lehies Burying Their Swords, by Del Parson. © 1982 IRI.

In light of the Ammonites’ actions, it is natural to wonder if they were pacifists. As generally
understood, pacifism is the opposition to all war, including war of self-defense, on moral grounds.
On this view, “participation in and support for war is always impermissible.”2 The Ammonites’ wellknown actions—their repentance, their burying of weapons, their sacrifice of their own lives—all
appear to embody this attitude, and for that reason it is easy to see them as pacifists.3
journal of the Book of Mormon and other restoration scripture
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But is this a sound view? Are there any features of the Ammonites’ behavior that might alter
this conclusion? Are there any features that might
strengthen it? To answer these questions, it is necessary to examine the full account recorded in the
Book of Mormon; I will do this by addressing five
matters that I believe are central to any understanding of the Ammonites’ attitudes toward war. In
question form, these issues are (1) Who exactly were
the Ammonites? (2) What were the Ammonites
like before their conversion? (3)
What did the Ammonites repent
of after their conversion? (4) How
did the Ammonites repent? (5)
How did the Ammonites behave
after entering their covenant?
Once we have explored these
issues we will be able to judge
to what degree we can apply the
term pacifist to this singular and
inspiring group of people.

Who Were the
Ammonites?
To begin, it’s important to
understand exactly who the
Ammonites were. We know that
they were Lamanites, and we also
know that, unlike other groups
who also carried the designation
“Lamanite,” they were actual
descendants of Laman and Lemuel (Alma 24:29).4 We also know
that they were the Lamanites who
were converted by the sons of
Mosiah in the period stretching
approximately from 91 bc to 77
bc (Alma 17:4, 6).
Although we have a clue or
two, we know less about how
sizeable a group the Ammonites
were or how large a fraction
they were of the total Lamanite
population. Lamanite society
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Ammon and King Lamoni, by Scott Snow. © 1982 IRI.

appears to have been organized into various lands
and cities, with each land apparently presided over
by a territorial king, who in turn was superintended
by the king of the entire Lamanite population. For
example, we know that Lamoni and Antiomno were
kings of separate Lamanite lands (Alma 17:21 and
20:4), while king Lamoni’s father was king “over
all the land” (Alma 20:8; 22:1) and had power to
restrict or expand, at least to some degree, the rights
of the other kings (Alma 20:24, 26; 21:21). Indeed,
Lamoni’s father had sufficient authority that, following his conversion, he was able to grant the sons of
Mosiah protection from Lamanite persecution “in
whatsoever place they should be, in any part of their
land” (Alma 23:1), so that the word of God “might
go forth throughout all the land” (Alma 23:3).5
In this context we are told that “thousands” of
Lamanites were converted to the Lord in the lands
of Ishmael, Middoni, Shilom, and Shemlon, as well
as in the cities of Nephi, Lemuel, and Shimnilom
(Alma 23:5, 8–13).6 The king of the whole land,
Lamoni’s father, was among these converts (Alma
Rough locations of some of the Lamanite lands and cities mentioned by Mormon (illustration
from John L. Sorenson, Mormon’s Map, inside cover).

22). Those who were not converted included the
Amalekites7 and the Amulonites, both groups of
Nephite dissenters, as well as all of the Lamanites
“in that part of the land wheresoever [the Amalekites and Amulonites] dwelt . . . in all their villages
and all their cities” (Alma 23:14); these included the
lands of Amulon, Helam, and Jerusalem (Alma 24:1;
see map).
So a quick count tells us that four “lands” and
three “cities” of the Lamanites were converted to the
Lord, while three “lands” (including all the villages
and cities associated with them) remained unconverted. Although Mormon doesn’t say that this is
an exhaustive list of all the Lamanite groups—and I
think it likely that there were others—this comparison suggests that the converts were at least a significant portion of the total Lamanite population.8
The other clues we have regarding the Ammonite numbers are the “thousand and five” who were
slain the first time the Ammonites refused to defend
themselves from attack (Alma 24:22), and their
“two thousand and sixty” sons who were of military
age some years later (Alma 57:19). We can try to
extrapolate population sizes based on such figures,
but the calculations are complex and rest on several
assumptions; as a result, any conclusions reached in
this way would be inexact and necessarily tentative.
And in any case they wouldn’t give us much in the
way of comparison to total Lamanite figures since
we have even less to go on there. For all of these reasons we can make no more than plausible guesses
about the relative sizes of the Ammonite and Lamanite populations.9
All things considered, I think it unlikely that
the Ammonites approached close to half of the
Lamanite population, although their numbers were
far from insignificant. After all, they numbered in
the “thousands”; they included the one king who
had authority “over all the land”; and they were a
sufficient offense to the Lamanites that the Lamanites sent an army to destroy them and the king so
that they could “place another in his stead” (Alma
24:20). Based on all this, it seems plausible to conclude that while the Ammonites were not dominant
in numbers, they formed at least a significant portion of the total Lamanite population, both in size
and in status.
Finally, the record tells us that the Lamanites
who had been converted to the Lord desired to distinguish themselves from those who had not been
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converted, and that they did so by adopting the
name, Anti-Nephi-Lehies (Alma 23:17). Later, when
the Anti-Nephi-Lehies were given the Nephite land
of Jershon for their protection, they were called by
the Nephites “the people of Ammon” and “were
distinguished by that name ever after” (Alma 27:26;
43:11)—thus the origin of the common term Ammonites to refer to these people.

What Were the Ammonites
Like before Their
Conversion?
In understanding the Ammonites’ conversion
and repentance, it is important to examine what
they were like (at least in ways relevant to matters
of repentance) before their change of heart. The
record tells us some things about the Ammonites as
a group as well as about the Lamanites in general.
Both are useful. Since the Ammonites were at least
a significant portion of the Lamanite population—
again, both in size and in status—it is plausible to
suppose that what the account reveals about the
Lamanites in general applies, at least roughly, to the
Ammonites themselves. Certainly there is nothing
in the record to indicate otherwise. So what does
the Book of Mormon tell us?
Lamanite Wars
First, we know that from the beginning the
Lamanites were prone to attack and to wage war
against the Nephites. Jacob tells us that Nephi himself had to fight to defend his people from Lamanite
attack (Jacob 1:10; also 2 Nephi 5:14); aggressive
wars are also reported by Jacob (Jacob 7:24), Jarom
(Jarom 1:6), Abinadom (Omni 1:10), Amaleki
(Omni 1:24), Zeniff (Mosiah 9, 10, 19–21), and Mormon (Words of Mormon 1:13–14)—each of whom
reports regarding a different period of time over the
first four hundred and sixty years or so of Book of
Mormon history.10
We also know that the Lamanites waged four
aggressive wars against the Nephites during the
time that the sons of Mosiah were performing their
missionary labors among them. The first such war,
reported in Alma 2, occurred about 87 bc, in the
fifth year of the reign of the judges (Alma 2:1).11 (It
was in this war that Alma personally slew Amlici,
the Nephite dissenter [Alma 2:31], and fought
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Lamanite Wars during the 14-Year
Mission of the Sons of Mosiah

Time Period

Reference

1.

87 bc (5th year of the reign of judges)
Alma personally slew Amlici;
fought against the guards of the
king of the Lamanites

Alma 2

2.

“Not many days after”
“another army of the Lamanites
came in upon the people of Nephi,
in the same place”

Alma 3:20

3.

11th year of reign of judges
six years after 2nd war; city of
Ammonihah destroyed

Alma 16:1

4.

14th year of the reign of judges

Alma 16:12

against the guards of the king of the Lamanites
[Alma 2:32–33].)12 The second war occurred “not
many days after,” when “another army of the Lamanites came in upon the people of Nephi, in the same
place” (Alma 3:20).13 In the third, Lamanite armies
attacked about six years later, in the eleventh year
of the reign of the judges (Alma 16:1), and, among
other things, destroyed the city of Ammonihah
(Alma 16:8; 25:1–2). Finally, we are told in Alma
16:12 that the Lamanites did not attack again “until
the fourteenth year of the reign of the judges,” and
this too would have been during the time that the
sons of Mosiah were still performing their missionary labors (which began in the first year of the reign
of the judges and continued for fourteen years—
Alma 17:4, 6).14 It was during this latter period that
many of the Lamanites “began to be stirred up in
remembrance of the words which Aaron and his
brethren had preached to them” and became converted (Alma 25:6).
So Lamanite aggression was not only longstanding, but it also occurred simultaneously with
the missionary efforts of the sons of Mosiah. That
those who later became converted were integrally
involved in these attacks is certain (see again Alma
25:6 for an explicit mention of this), especially in
light of the preeminent position that king Lamoni’s

father held among the Lamanites during at least
part of the time that the Lamanites were launching
these wars.
We also know that before their conversion the
Ammonites were allied with such Nephite dissenters as the Amlicites and Amulonites. In most, if not
all, of the four wars waged by the Lamanites during
the missionary labors of the sons of Mosiah, these
Nephite dissenters played a major role. There is no
mention of Nephite dissenters aiding or provoking
the Lamanite aggressions that occurred in the first
few centuries of Nephite/Lamanite conflict (this
may have been due to lack of space on the small
plates, not to mention the explicit purpose of the
small plates as opposed to the large plates—see
1 Nephi 9:2–4; 19:3–4), but from the time of Alma
and the sons of Mosiah forward, such dissenters or
their descendants played a central role in Lamanite
aggression.
Lamanite Attitudes

records and us” (Enos 1:14); he reports that “their
hatred was fixed” and, again, that they “were continually seeking to destroy us” (Enos 1:20).
A hundred years later Jarom reports that the
Lamanites “loved murder” (Jarom 1:6), and a hundred and twenty years after that, Zeniff describes
the Lamanites as having an “eternal hatred towards
the children of Nephi,” and reports that they
“taught their children that they should hate” the
Nephites, and “do all they could to destroy them”
(Mosiah 10:17). Mormon corroborates the account,
reporting that “the Lamanites were taught to hate
the children of Nephi from the beginning” (4 Nephi
1:39).15
By the time we get to the sons of Mosiah, nothing has changed. The account tells us that one of
these missionaries’ explicit purposes in laboring
among the Lamanites was “to cure them of their
hatred toward the Nephites” (Mosiah 28:2). And
Ammon himself tells us that the Lamanites, prior to
their conversion, were “racked with hatred against
us,” and also that they were “in the darkest abyss,”
and in “the pains of hell” (Alma 26:9, 3, 13). And
note that Ammon tells us this about the Lamanites

We know that Nephite dissenters who became
Lamanites were more hardened in their hatred for
the Nephites than were other Lamanites (see Alma
24:29–30; 43:6; 47:36). But
this doesn’t mean that these
other Lamanites didn’t also
hate the Nephites. They did;
and they had a long history of
doing so.
Jacob, for example,
speaks in the earliest days of
Lamanite “hatred” for the
Nephites—and he does so
while praising them for their
superiority to the Nephites
(Jacob 3:7). He also reports
that the Lamanites “delighted
in wars and bloodshed”
and that they “had an eternal hatred against us,” and
sought “by the power of
their arms to destroy us continually” (Jacob 7:24). King
Benjamin also speaks of the
Lamanites’ early “hatred”
toward the Nephites (Mosiah
1:14). Later, Enos speaks of
The Conversion of Alma, by Gary Kapp. © 1996 IRI.
the Lamanites’ “wrath” and
of their desire to “destroy our
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after he had lived with them for fourteen years and
had come to know and love them in a personal way.
This is not a report he made in advance of his mission, in ignorance and prejudice, and without firsthand experience of the Lamanites.
In addition, Mormon includes a description of
the Lamanites at this time as
a wild and a hardened and a ferocious people;
a people who delighted in murdering the
Nephites, and robbing and plundering them;
and their hearts were set upon riches, or upon
gold and silver, and precious stones; yet they
sought to obtain these things by murdering and
plundering, that they might not labor for them
with their own hands. (Alma 17:14)

So about the time of the missionary labors of
the sons of Mosiah, in addition to waging largescale war against the Nephites from time to time,
the Lamanites also engaged in a violent form of
banditry—“robbing and plundering” the Nephites,
and actually taking delight in murdering them.16
It’s also relevant in this context to remember that
Ammon was threatened with death twice while
among the Lamanites, and that he was spared only
through the power of the Lord (see Alma 17:34–37;
19:14–20; Mosiah 28:7).
In sum, prior to their conversion, the Lamanites were a people who for centuries had: (1) hated
the Nephites; (2) waged aggressive war from time
to time to destroy them; (3) sought to murder the
Nephites and actually “delighted in” and “loved”

in his day explicitly recommended the chaste family
conduct of the Lamanites to his Nephite brethren
(Jacob 3:5–7). But such accounts of Lamanite attitudes and aggression—even if they do not capture
the totality of Lamanite life—are nevertheless accurate in the conduct they do describe.18

What Did the Ammonites
Repent of after Their
Conversion?
Eventually, many of the Lamanites became
converted to the Lord and repented. But it is important to be specific about their repentance. Exactly
what did they think they had done wrong? Fortunately, the record tells us. As king Lamoni’s father
approached death, he passed the kingdom to his
son, whom he now named Anti-Nephi-Lehi. Here
are the new king’s words:
And behold, I also thank my God, that by
opening this correspondence we have been
convinced of our sins, and of the many murders which we have committed. And I also
thank my God, yea, my great God, that he
hath granted unto us that we might repent of
these things, and also that he hath forgiven us
of our many sins and murders which we have
committed, and taken away the guilt from our
hearts, through the merits of his Son. And now
behold, my brethren . . . it has been all that we
could do, (as we were the most lost of all man-

The Ammonites’ repentance was for acts that had
been motivated by hatred and by a desire for Nephite
blood, and that they explicitly describe as “murder.”
murdering them; and (4) sought to plunder and rob
the Nephites to gain gold and silver without labor.17
These are not the only characteristics, of course,
that the Lamanites displayed over the centuries and
during the time immediately prior to the mission
of the sons of Mosiah. For example, the Lamanites
don’t appear to have waged war annually, and Jacob
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kind) to repent of all our sins and the many
murders which we have committed, and to get
God to take them away from our hearts, for it
was all we could do to repent sufficiently before
God that he would take away our stain. (Alma
24:9–11)

Later, when Ammon tries to persuade the
Ammonites to flee Lamanite danger by moving into
Nephite lands, the king says further:
Behold, the Nephites will destroy us, because of
the many murders and sins we have committed against them . . . we will go down unto our
brethren, and we will be their slaves until we
repair unto them the many murders and sins
which we have committed against them. (Alma
27:6, 8)

In both cases, the king emphasizes the “murders” and even “the many murders” they had committed against the Nephites. This does not seem
to be a metaphorical usage of the term. Again, the
record tells us more than once that the Lamanites
delighted in shedding Nephite blood. Think, for
example, of Ammon’s encounter with Lamoni’s
father, the king over all the Lamanite land. Seeing
his son with “this Nephite, who is one of the sons
of a liar,” he “commanded [his son, Lamoni] that
he should slay Ammon with the sword,” and then,
when Lamoni refused, attempted the slaying himself (Alma 20:10–20). That life was extremely cheap
among the Lamanites (and not just for Nephites) is
further evidenced by Lamoni’s own history of punishing with death any of his servants who allowed
his flocks to be scattered (Alma 17:28–29).
So reference to the term murder in Anti-NephiLehi’s speech is not surprising. Life was indeed
cheap, and both in large-scale aggressive wars
and in smaller-scale marauding and banditry, the
Ammonites’ killings—far from being reluctant—
apparently had been wanton, and they had delighted
in them. In their repentance, then, the Ammonites were not repenting of acts of killing that had
occurred in conventional war as we normally think
of it (for example, among conscripted soldiers fighting out of a sense of duty to their homeland over
a complicated and legitimate dispute with their
neighbors, and that involved aggression on both
sides). No, the Ammonites’ repentance was for acts
that had been motivated by hatred and by a desire
for Nephite blood, and that they explicitly describe
as “murder.”
Note too that the Ammonite king is speaking of the murders that they themselves had committed, not that the body of Lamanites as a whole
had committed—which would have included the
Amlicites and Amulonites, for example. The king is

speaking only of those who had repented and, since
the Amlicites and Amulonites (and certainly other
Lamanites) had not repented, they obviously were
not included in his reference. So the new king here
is speaking specifically of the murders that they, the
repentant Lamanites, had committed against the
Nephites.
And also note Anti-Nephi-Lehi’s fear of going to
the land of the Nephites to find safety. He fears that
the Nephites will destroy them “because of the many
murders and sins we have committed against them,”
and finally proposes becoming slaves to the Nephites
until those “many murders and sins” can be repaired
(Alma 27:6, 8). Would the Ammonites have had such
reason to fear retaliation if they had not in fact committed the murders that they speak of?
The Nephites understood the matter of the
Lamanites’ killings in exactly the same way. It is
how Mormon describes their behavior, for example
(Alma 17:14). And when the Nephites subsequently
gave the land of Jershon to the Ammonites for their
safety, they said, “this we do for our brethren, on
account of their fear to take up arms against their
brethren lest they should commit sin; and this their
great fear came because of their sore repentance
which they had, on account of their many murders
and their awful wickedness” (Alma 27:23). They, too,
described the Lamanites’ killings as murder, and
knew that they were committed by the very people
who were now repentant and seeking their mercy.
All of this may be the reason that Anti-NephiLehi never mentions the word war in his inspiring
speech of thanksgiving for the Ammonites’ forgiveness and in which he declares his people’s intention to permanently bury their swords in the earth
(Alma 24:7–16). Mormon, in his account, refers
to the weapons they buried as “weapons of war”
(Alma 23:13, 19, 25; 25:14; 26:32), and it’s true that
they certainly were that: they were swords used in
the aggressive wars waged by the Lamanites as well
as in their smaller-scale acts of spoliation. But it’s
interesting that Mormon also refers to these weapons twice as weapons of “rebellion” (Alma 23:7,
13) and, as I said, that Anti-Nephi-Lehi himself
never uses the word war even once. This may not
be accidental. Given the plunder and banditry they
had engaged in, not to mention the hatred that had
driven their large-scale wars against the Nephites,
perhaps the king did not find the word war, in its
conventional sense, to be the best descriptor of
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Lamanite conduct. Thus, while he never uses the
word war even once in his speech of thanksgiving
and commitment, he uses the word murder five
times.
In short, given the specific character of the killings they had committed in both war and plunder,
the Ammonites identify their past conduct explicitly as murder. That was the reason for their sore
repentance.

How Did the Ammonites
Repent?
As part of their repentance the Ammonites
buried their weapons and entered a covenant that
they would “give up their own lives” rather than use
them again to shed blood.
The king, Anti-Nephi-Lehi, says in part:
Since God hath taken away our stains, and
our swords have become bright [i.e., no
longer stained with blood, but clean], then let
us stain our swords no more with the blood of
our brethren . . . for perhaps, if we should stain
our swords again they can no more be washed
bright through the blood of the Son of our great
God, which shall be shed for the atonement
of our sins . . . . And now behold, since it has
been as much as we could do to get our stains
taken away from us, and our swords are made
bright, let us hide them away that they may be
kept bright, as a testimony to our God at the
last day . . . that we have not stained our swords
in the blood of our brethren since he imparted
his word unto us and has made us clean thereby
. . . yea, we will bury them deep in the earth,
that they may be kept bright, as a testimony that
we have never used them, at the last day. (Alma
24:12–13, 15–16)

their own lives. (Alma 24:17–18; see also Alma
53:11)

and they suffered themselves to be slain according to the desires of their enemies” (Alma 27:2–3).
Ammon attributes the Ammonites’ behavior on
these occasions to “their love toward their brethren
. . . for behold, they had rather sacrifice their lives
than even to take the life of their enemy” (Alma
26:31–32). It was following these slaughters that the
Nephites gave the land of Jershon to the Ammonites
as a means of protecting them from further attack
by the Lamanites (Alma 27:22).
Third, the Ammonites immediately began
materially supporting the Nephite armies in their
battles against the Lamanites and supported them
throughout the lengthy war (Alma 27:24; 43:13).
Fourth, when the war became particularly
dangerous, and the Ammonites saw the suffering
and afflictions born by the Nephites for them, “they
were moved with compassion and were desirous
to take up arms in the defence of their country”
(Alma 53:13). Indeed, they were “about to take their
weapons of war” (Alma 53:14), and only the devoted
efforts of Helaman and his brethren could persuade
them otherwise. In light of the oath they had taken,
Helaman “feared lest by so doing they should lose
their souls”; the Ammonites relented and abstained
from entering the war, as they had originally
planned (Alma 53:14; Helaman retells this story in
an epistle to Moroni in Alma 56:6–8).
Finally, the Ammonite sons—those who had
not been party to the original covenant of their
fathers—entered a covenant of their own: “a covenant to fight for the liberty of the Nephites, yea, to
protect the land unto the laying down of their lives;
yea, even they covenanted that they never would
give up their liberty, but they would fight in all
cases to protect the Nephites and themselves from
bondage” (Alma 53:17). These sons, of course, were
the celebrated 2,000 stripling soldiers of Helaman,
recounted in Alma 56–58.19

Finally, as an outgrowth of their repentance,
the Ammonites became “distinguished for their
zeal towards God, and also towards men”; they were
“perfectly honest and upright in all things”; and
they were “firm in the faith of Christ, even until the
end” (Alma 27:27).

How Did the Ammonites
Behave after Entering Their
Covenant?
The Ammonites’ behavior after entering this
covenant tells us much about them and about how
they understood the covenant they had made. The
account identifies five separate events.
First, soon after their conversion, the Ammo
nites allowed themselves to be slain by the Lamanites rather than take up arms against them. We are
told that “they went out to meet [the Lamanites],
and prostrated themselves before them to the earth,
and began to call on the name of the Lord” (Alma
24:21), whereupon the Lamanites slew more than a
thousand of them.
Second, on a later occasion, the Amalekites [Amlicites] stirred up the Lamanites’ anger
against the Ammonites and they “began again to
destroy them” (Alma 27:2). Mormon tells us that
the Ammonites “again refused to take their arms,

they took their swords, and all the weapons
which were used for the shedding of man’s
blood, and they did bury them up deep in the
earth. And this they did, it being in their view
a testimony to God, and also to men, that they
never would use weapons again for the shedding
of man’s blood; and this they did, vouching and
covenanting with God, that rather than shed
the blood of their brethren, they would give up
40
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Mormon adds that

“The Amalekites, because of their loss, were exceedingly angry. . . . They
began to stir up the people in anger against their brethren, the people of AntiNephi-Lehi; therefore they began again to destroy them” (Alma 27:2).

So: Were the Ammonites
Pacifists?
With this background in mind, we can consider
anew the question of the Ammonites’ pacifism.
Again, pacifism is opposition, on moral grounds, to
all war of any kind. It is not failure to fight based on
fear, fatigue, or inconvenience, for example. Nor is it
the rejection of any particular war that one considers to be unjust. Pacifism is a stance of opposition to

2,000 Stripling Warriors, by Ted Henninger. © IRI.

any and all war; it is a rejection of war itself. Did the
Ammonites themselves embrace such a view?
Some features of the account seem to suggest
this possibility. After all, the Ammonites (1) sorely
repented of the killings they had committed prior
to their conversion; (2) permanently buried their
weapons following their conversion; (3) entered a
covenant that they would never stain their swords
with blood again, under any circumstances;
(4) allowed themselves to be slaughtered on two
separate occasions rather than violate this covenant; and (5) were motivated in this self-sacrifice,
Ammon tells us, by the love that they had for their
Lamanite brethren.
Based on this set of features, we might conclude
that the Ammonites did indeed embrace a pacifist view. We might read them as believing that all
killing in warfare, no matter how conventional its
nature, is equivalent to murder, and that that’s why
they repented and eschewed any further conflict—
even defensive conflict—in the aftermath of their
conversion:20 if all acts of war are murder, and
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therefore are cause for repentance, it follows that
all war must be wrong. If we see the Ammonites as
reasoning in this way, we will naturally see them
as having adopted a position of pacifism as part of
their conversion and repentance.
But it must be clear by now that this conclusion
is based on too thin a reading of the account. When
we complete the picture, this pacifist conclusion is
untenable. Consider these six points.
•

•
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First, we have seen that the acts of killing that
the Ammonites repented of were acts conducted
either in aggressive, large-scale attacks against
the Nephites, or in smaller-scale but equally
aggressive acts of banditry and plunder. The
Lamanites were emphatically not reluctant
warriors, forced to fight from time to time, in
conventional war, over territorial or other complicated disputes with their Nephite neighbors
who were equally aggressive in return. On the
contrary, in every case of conflict to that time
the Lamanites were the aggressive instigators;
motivated by hatred and by delight in Nephite
blood, they sought at times not only to rob the
Nephites, but also to destroy them. Note, for
instance, that every battle between the Nephites
and Lamanites occurred on Nephite, not Lamanite, land, and that both the Ammonites themselves and the Nephites explicitly refer to the
Lamanites’ prior actions as “murder.” Moreover,
the Lamanites more than once are described
as “hardened,” “racked with hatred,” and as
delighting in taking Nephite lives.21
This is why, as we have already seen, the
Ammonites’ repentance was not actually for
“deeds of valor on the battlefield”—for normal, non-bloodthirsty acts of killing that had
occurred in conventional (i.e., nonaggressive)
war. The repentance really was for aggressive
acts of killing that the Nephites, and the Lamanites themselves, both described as “murder.”
Second, notice that though the Ammonites
eschewed war, they never expressed a pacifist
explanation as the reason for doing so. The
Ammonite king voiced his worry that “perhaps,
if we should stain our swords again they can
no more be washed bright through the blood
of the Son of our great God” (Alma 24:13). This
was a reasonable fear. The Ammonites were a
people who had been motivated by hatred and
Volume 18, number 1, 2009

•

who had committed murder in both aggressive, large-scale wars and in attempts to plunder
gold and silver from the Nephites. Yet despite
this history of violence, they had won forgiveness (Alma 24:10–13). Given the harsh reality of
their past, and given the difficulty of receiving
forgiveness for such sins (“it was all we could do
to repent sufficiently before God that he would
take away our stain,” Alma 24:11), it is not surprising that they felt the need to maintain this
forgiveness by repudiating not only murder,
but also anything even resembling it.22 Thus
their repudiation of shedding any blood whatsoever, under any conceivable circumstances.
John Welch relates the Ammonite situation
to Deuteronomy 20:8, where the “fearful and
fainthearted” are exempted from military service; he points out that the Talmud explains this
verse as alluding “to one who is afraid because
of the transgressions he had committed” in the
past.23 Welch adds, “because of their ‘many
murders,’ the Ammonites deeply feared that
any further shedding of blood might take them
beyond the scope of forgiveness.”24 I think this
is exactly right. So while it’s no doubt true that
the Ammonites were motivated by love of their
brethren in refusing to take up arms against
them, as Ammon reports (Alma 26:31–32), it is
also true that they were motivated by the risk
of losing the forgiveness they had obtained and
that they had good reason to fear losing.
So even when the Ammonites permitted
themselves to be slaughtered, this self-sacrifice
was not based on an abstract rejection of war in
principle. It was, at least in significant measure,
based on the desire to maintain their condition
of forgiveness before the Lord. It was a testament to their repentance.
Third, notice that the Ammonites did not object
to the Nephites waging war against their Lamanite attackers, or to the Nephites using military
means to protect them from Lamanite attack.
Throughout the lengthy war, the Lamanites
willingly provided substantial material support
to the Nephite armies. This makes it evident
that the Ammonites entered their covenant of
non-bloodshed not because of a general repudiation of war per se, or out of a conviction that
others ought to do the same, but for reasons
that they clearly believed to be particular to

•

themselves. As repentant murderers, such a covenant made perfect sense for them, but nowhere
in the record do they generalize its application
to others. Indeed, in supporting the Nephites
in their wartime activities, they did just the
opposite.
Fourth, recall that in this same long war the
Ammonites reached a point where they actually
wanted to take up arms and assist the Nephites
in active defense of their liberty and their lives.
It was the concerted efforts of Helaman and his
brethren—not the self-reflection of the Ammonites themselves—that prevented them from
fulfilling this desire. Again, while the Ammonites certainly loved their Lamanite brethren,
this did not prevent them from wanting to
take up arms against them when the situation
seemed to warrant it.

•

the oath which they had made. And Helaman
feared lest by so doing they should lose their
souls” (Alma 53:14–15). Obviously, had the
Ammonites never made such a covenant in the
first place, they would gladly have taken up
arms and Helaman would gladly have embraced
their military contribution. It was only this
covenant, not an attitude of pacifism, that prevented the Ammonites from entering the war.
Sixth, notice that the Ammonites did not object
to their sons entering the war that was then
being waged. Unbound by the covenant of their
fathers, these sons entered a covenant of their
own that actually committed them to taking up
the sword and shedding blood in defense of a
righteous cause. They were as zealous in righteousness as were their fathers (Alma 56:46–48;
58:40), but they did not enter the same covenant

The Ammonites did not object to their sons
entering the war that was then being waged. Unbound
by the covenant of their fathers, these sons entered
a covenant of their own that actually committed them
to taking up the sword and shedding blood in
defense of a righteous cause.
•

Fifth, it is instructive to note that when the
Ammonites were finally persuaded not to enter
the war (that, again, they actually wanted to
enter), it was not on the basis of the idea that
all killing, even in warfare, is sinful. This is
instructive because that would have been the
most compelling argument for Helaman to use
to persuade the Ammonites if the Ammonites
had truly been pacifists. But instead, Helaman
appealed to the Ammonites explicitly and solely
on the basis of their need to honor the idiosyncratic covenant they had made—the covenant
that “they never would shed blood more” (Alma
53:11). As the record says, the Ammonites were
“overpowered by the persuasions of Helaman
and his brethren, for they were about to break

because they did not share the same history—
unlike their fathers, they were not repentant
murderers—and therefore did not share the
same fear of jeopardizing their salvation.
Again we see that the Ammonites did not
generalize to others the covenant they had made
for themselves regarding the non-shedding of
blood. They did not even generalize it to their
own sons. And surely this makes it evident, if
nothing else does, that when the Ammonites
repented of their past murders they were not
thinking in terms of ordinary deeds committed
in conventional or defensive war (see point one
above). If they had thought of all wartime acts
in that light, they would have objected to their
sons joining the war and thereby committing
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such acts of murder
themselves. And they
would have thought the
same of the Nephites
who were also waging
war at the time (see
the third point above),
partly to protect them.

Conclusion
Here’s what we can
say in summary, then,
They Put Their Trust in God, by Walter Rane.
about the Ammonites and
pacifism. It’s true that the
Ammonites deliberately
made themselves noncomBut it’s also true that the Ammonites are not
batants, and even suffered themselves to be slaughexamples of pacifism. They were opposed to war
tered in consequence of that decision. And it’s true
only for themselves and for reasons particular to
that they supply what must certainly be among the
themselves. They were not opposed, in principle, to
most inspiring examples of repentance, contrition,
war itself. Although they no doubt shared the genhumility, and sustained devotion to the Lord that
eral abhorrence for war that characterizes all genucan be found anywhere in scripture. In every way
ine followers of Christ, this was not an abhorrence
we feel on holy ground as we think of these devoted
that resulted in pacifism.
and sanctified people.
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Notes
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In light of these six
points I think it turns out
to be impossible to see the
Ammonites as pacifists
in any reasonable sense
of the term. Any one of
these points would be sufficient to raise doubt about
the matter, but taken as a
whole they remove it altogether. Not only did the
Ammonites never express
a pacifist attitude toward
war, and not only did they
behave in ways that explicitly contradict such a pacifist attitude, but even in the
two instances where they
appear to have behaved as
pacifists, the resemblance
turns out to be superficial
because in both cases they
were acting from other
than pacifist motivations.

It does not follow from this, of course, that pacifism is wrong, or that it is not a legitimate—or, perhaps, a higher—option for those who face conflict
to one degree or another. That’s a different question
altogether and requires a separate treatment. It does
follow, however, that the Ammonites themselves
cannot be used as an example of those who chose
this option. A careful reading of the account demonstrates that they didn’t. In response to the question, “Were the Ammonites pacifists?” the record
makes it clear that the answer must be no. n

4.

For example, even during that rarest of times—a period when
the Lamanites became one with the Nephites and were numbered among them, so much so that even “their curse was taken
from them”—this combined people still took up arms against
the Gadianton robbers who were spreading “death and carnage
throughout the land” (see 3 Nephi 2:11–17). Indeed, the only reference to anything similar to the Ammonites’ story is the brief
mention, about seventy-five years after the Ammonites’ conversion, of a later generation of Lamanites who also buried their
weapons of war and suffered death rather than defend themselves (Helaman 15:9). These were probably the same Lamanites
who were converted in large numbers in Helaman 5 and who
“did lay down their weapons of war” at that time (Helaman 5:51).
This brief mention gives us nothing like the details we have
regarding the Ammonites, however.
Martin Ceadel, Thinking about Peace and War (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1989), 5. Ceadel identifies variants of pacifism,
but they all revolve around this central absolutist position. For a
wide range of writings related to pacifism, one source is Howard
Zinn, The Power of Nonviolence: Writings by Advocates of Peace
(Boston, MA: Beacon Press, 2002).
Two prominent Latter-day Saint authors take this view, for
example. See Eugene England, “Hugh Nibley as Cassandra,” BYU
Studies 30/4 (1990): 112, where England calls the Ammonites
“rigorously pacifist” and describes the Ammonite episode as “the
most powerful Book of Mormon teaching of the nonviolent ethic
(besides Christ’s ‘Sermon on the Mount’ to the Nephites).” Nibley also regularly refers to the Ammonites as “pacifists” or “conscientious objectors.” See Hugh Nibley, Since Cumorah, 2nd ed.
(Salt Lake City: Deseret Book and FARMS, 1988), 295, 296; see
also Nibley, “Freemen and King-men in the Book of Mormon,”
in The Prophetic Book of Mormon (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book
and FARMS, 1989), 356; and Nibley, “Leaders to Managers: The
Fatal Shift,” in Brother Brigham Challenges the Saints (Salt Lake
City: Deseret Book and FARMS, 1994), 499.
The designations Lamanite and Nephite are frequently used in
the Book of Mormon more to signify one’s loyalty than one’s
genealogy (e.g., see Jacob 1:14; Mosiah 25:12–13; Alma 3:10–11,
17; 45:13–14; 47:35; Helaman 11:24; 3 Nephi 2:14, 16; 4 Nephi
1:36–38). Nephite dissenters, for example, fell under the general category of “Lamanites” once they were thus allied, and no
doubt other, non-Nephite populations, did so as well. And the
same is true for groups that allied themselves with the Nephites;
they took on the designation “Nephites” even though genetically unrelated to any in Lehi’s party; see, for example, John L.
Sorenson, “When Lehi’s Party Arrived in the Land, Did They
Find Others There?” JBMS 1/1 (1992): 1–34. This assumption
of peoples into one general category or another is not surprising. It is not uncommon, for example, for the Lord to designate
a particular “seed” with whom someone will be “numbered,”
regardless of actual ancestral relationships (e.g., see 2 Nephi 4:11;

6.

7.

8.

10:19). Indeed, the most sweeping example of this is membership
in the house of Israel itself—which in the end has nothing to do
with ancestry at all and everything to do with spiritual choice
(e.g., see 1 Nephi 14:2; 2 Nephi 10:18; 30:2; Helaman 15:13; 3
Nephi 16:13; 21:6; 30:2; Romans 9:6–7; Galatians 2:7–9; 3:29).
For a clarifying account of why, from a purely genetic standpoint, no one since Jacob himself has been a “pure Israelite,” see
Brian D. Stubbs, “Elusive Israel and the Numerical Dynamics of
Population Mixing,” in The Book of Mormon and DNA Research,
ed. Daniel C. Peterson (Provo, UT: Neal A. Maxwell Institute,
2008), 263–81. A thorough treatment of the complex nature of
classification for various groups in the scriptures is Matthew
Roper, “Swimming in the Gene Pool: Israelite Kinship Relations,
Genes, and Genealogy,” in Peterson, Book of Mormon and DNA
Research, 225–61.
This does not mean that Lamoni’s father was king the whole
time that the sons of Mosiah labored among the Lamanites, but
it does mean that he was king for at least part of the time. Also,
throughout this paper, whenever emphasis appears in scriptural
passages, the emphasis is mine.
After referring to some of these entities as “lands” and to some
of them as “cities,” the record summarizes by saying that “these
are the names of the cities of the Lamanites which were converted unto the Lord” (Alma 23:13). The listing itself suggests
that “city” and “land” were different geographical categories, but
the summary suggests that they were either identical or closely
related. The relationship appears to be similar to the land/city
designation that Nibley first identified forty-five years ago. See
Hugh Nibley, An Approach to the Book of Mormon, 3rd ed. (Salt
Lake City: Deseret Book and FARMS, 1988), 100–102 (first edition, 1964).
These could well have been the Amlicites: the Nephite dissenters who waged war against the Nephites in the fifth year of the
reign of the judges (ca. 87 bc), were defeated by Alma’s army, and
then, while retreating, joined forces with an attacking Lamanite
army (see Alma 2). They appear in the record again, beginning
in Alma 21, in Mormon’s recounting of Aaron’s missionary
labors among the Lamanites and where the record refers to
them as “Amalekites.” Christopher Conkling draws attention to
Royal Skousen’s meticulous work, which shows how the change
in spelling likely occurred during the transcribing and printing
of the Book of Mormon. See J. Christopher Conkling, “Alma’s
Enemies: The Case of the Lamanites, Amlicites, and Mysterious
Amalekites,” JBMS 14/1 (2005): 108–17.
Based on this information alone the Ammonites appear to have
been a very large portion of the total Lamanite population,
and perhaps even a majority. But again, it’s not obvious that
Mormon’s comparison is exhaustive. He lists those who were
converted, and then merely tells us that the Nephite dissenters
were not converted—and further, that no Lamanites who even
lived near the Nephite dissenters were converted. Mormon may
have singled the Nephite dissenters out for particular mention because of the major role they played in the wars around
this time (and stretching forward) and also to underscore the
unrighteous influence they wielded generally. I think that is
plausible. In any case, the record isn’t definite enough to conclude from Mormon’s mention of this particular group that there
were not other groups whom he didn’t mention. In addition,
we must wonder just how large was the land of Jershon that the
Ammonites later occupied as a gift from the Nephites. Did the
Nephites have to relocate a group of people as large as half the
total Lamanite population in order to accommodate them? Or
were the Nephites just not using that land to its full potential
for some reason? Further, if the Lamanites had just been halved
in population by the conversion and subsequent departure
of the Ammonites—and yet still came close to capturing all
the Nephite lands in the ensuing wars (Alma 43–62)—then
why hadn’t the Lamanites had more success in their previous
attempts to destroy the Nephites (see the section “What Were
the Ammonites Like before Their Conversion?”) when, if the
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Ammonites were truly half or more of the Lamanite population,
the Lamanites’ numbers at the time would obviously have been
twice as large? Were subsequent Nephite dissenters of sufficient
numbers to make up this difference (e.g., see Alma 43:4, 13)?
These considerations suggest that the Ammonites were unlikely
to have been anything like a majority, or even half, of the total
Lamanite population.
See James E. Smith, “Nephi’s Descendants? Historical Demography and the Book of Mormon,” Review of Books on the Book of
Mormon 6/1 (1994): 255–96. Smith reminds us of the difficulty
of calculating ancient populations in general, not to mention
the various subgroups within those populations, and he says of
the Book of Mormon in particular that “the historical demographer’s requirement for data . . . presents a daunting challenge.
The book presents no demographic description of any of its
populations—not even a total population size” (p. 280). He discusses the complexity of extrapolating population figures from
wartime casualties on pages 289–90.
We also know of one occasion during this period when a group
of Nephites made plans to attack and destroy the Lamanites in
the land of Nephi. Internal dissension disrupted the plan, however, and the attack never materialized (see Mosiah 9:1–2).
The dissenting Amlicites, who had just been defeated and driven
out by Alma’s army, joined “a numerous host of the Lamanites”
who had entered Nephite land (Alma 2:24). As Alma’s army
rushed to defend Zarahemla against the attackers, the combined
Lamanite and Amlicite forces “came upon them to destroy
them” (Alma 2:27) at the river Sidon. Finally, Alma’s army prevailed and their attackers fled (Alma 2:35–38).
Although this could have been one of the territorial kings, or
even a king over all the land that we know nothing else about, it
could also, ironically, have been Lamoni’s father, who was “king
over all the land” of the Lamanites during at least part of the
time that the sons of Mosiah were among them (Alma 20:8; 22:1).
Wounded at the time, Alma did not personally lead the Nephite
defense on this occasion, but sent an army that drove the Lamanite army out of the land (Alma 3:23). This war also occurred in the
fifth year of the reign of the judges, or about 87 bc (Alma 3:25).
Although we are given no description of the war that occurred
in this year, we are told that the Lamanites, after the destruction of Ammonihah, “had many battles with the Nephites, in
the which they were driven and slain” (Alma 25:3). It is reasonable to assume that these are the battles referred to as occurring
in the fourteenth year, because the next large war against the
Nephites did not occur until the fifteenth year of the reign of the
judges—which was after the Ammonites’ conversion and after
they had already been attacked twice by the Lamanites and had
subsequently been established in the land of Jershon (see Alma
24:20–25; 27:2–3; 28:1–3, 7).
Conkling questions Zeniff’s objectivity in at least some aspects
of his description of the Lamanites (see Conkling, “Alma’s
Enemies,” 131n21), but Zeniff’s report of Lamanite hatred per se
is so thoroughly corroborated by other Book of Mormon figures
(indeed, by such spiritually significant figures as Jacob, king
Benjamin, Enos, and Mormon) that I think that much, at least,
must be accepted at face value. Others support what Zeniff also
says about the traditions of the Lamanites (e.g., see Jacob 3:7;
Mosiah 1:5; Helaman 15:4, 7), including the king of the Lamanites himself—who once not only recited the tradition (Alma
20:10, 13), but who also later proclaimed safety for the Nephite
missionaries precisely in order that the gospel could be preached
and that “his people might be convinced concerning the wicked
traditions of their fathers” (Alma 23:3). John Sorenson attributes
prejudice to some Nephite descriptions of the Lamanites on the
grounds that the Book of Mormon recorders were not firsthand
witnesses of what they describe; “When Lehi’s Party Arrived,”
26; see also his An Ancient American Setting for the Book of Mormon (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book and FARMS, 1985), 90–91.
But Sorenson can’t mean to extend that explanation to account
for reports of Lamanite hatred or of their efforts to destroy
Volume 18, number 1, 2009
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the Nephites over the years: these are matters with which the
Nephites did, in fact, have firsthand experience.
It is worth noting that at least some of the time, the Nephites
made efforts to “restore the Lamanites to the knowledge of the
truth,” as Jacob reports (Jacob 7:24). Enos describes his own
“many long strugglings” in prayer for the Lamanites and of
his desire that “they might be brought unto salvation” (Enos
1:11–13). He also speaks of “our strugglings” to restore them “to
the true faith” (Enos 1:14), indicating that he was not alone in
his efforts to reach them. In addition, the Nephite record keepers
knew they were keeping the plates precisely in order to benefit
“our brethren the Lamanites” (Jarom 1:2), and one group of
Nephites found themselves “filled with pain and anguish” for
the welfare of the Lamanites’ souls (Mosiah 25:11). Although the
Nephites were riddled with their own brand of wickedness from
the beginning, they were not without periods, or leaders, characterized by compassion and concern for their Lamanite brethren.
In this they mirrored the efforts of later Lamanites to reach out
and reclaim Nephite groups that had fallen into error and wickedness (e.g., see Helaman 6:1–6; 13–15).
One wonders if the Lamanites at this time were not, in part, like
the Gadianton robbers who first appeared fewer than forty years
later (Helaman 2:1–4) and who ultimately proved the destruction of the Nephites (Helaman 2:13–14). An interesting study
of the Gadianton robbers is found in Daniel C. Peterson, “The
Gadianton Robbers as Guerilla Warriors,” in Warfare in the Book
of Mormon, ed. Stephen D. Ricks and William J. Hamblin (Salt
Lake City: Deseret Book and FARMS, 1990), 146–73. The seriousness of the threat posed by robbers of this sort is reflected in
the severe penalties they received, both in the ancient Near East
and in the Book of Mormon. See John W. Welch, “Law and War
in the Book of Mormon,” in Warfare, 46–102, esp. 86–91.
It does not follow from this, of course, that the Nephites were an
impressive contrast to the Lamanites in righteousness and that
they had no wickedness of their own. The record testifies abundantly that they did. But in this paper I am examining only the
behavior of the Lamanites, not of the Nephites.
John Welch dates the Ammonite conversion to about 80 bc, and
their sons entered the war about sixteen years later at approximately twenty years of age (“Law and War,” 66), and thus they
would have been young children at the time of their fathers’ covenant. Stephen Ricks points out that the word stripling in Alma
53:22 and 56:57 is roughly parallel to the Hebrew word used in
the Old Testament to refer to young men of military age (“‘Holy
War:’ The Sacral Ideology of War in the Book of Mormon and in
the Ancient Near East,” in Warfare, 109).
This is how Nibley reads the matter. He believes that the Ammonites are referring to “deeds of valor on the battlefield” when
they refer to their past murders, and that they “wonder whether
God will ever forgive them” for such deeds of war. “The Prophetic Book of Mormon,” in Nibley, Prophetic Book of Mormon,
466; see also “Last Call: An Apocalyptic Warning from the Book
of Mormon,” in Nibley, Prophetic Book of Mormon, 517. Nibley
finds it significant that these people equate normal acts of war
with murder and that they repent of them. See Nibley, “Freemen and King-men,” 356, and “Scriptural Perspectives on How
to Survive the Calamities of the Last Days,” in Nibley, Prophetic
Book of Mormon, 487.
Contrast this with the behavior of Captain Moroni who, on one
occasion during wartime, could have slain a number of Lamanites who “were drunken,” and yet refused to do so because “this
was not the desire of Moroni; he did not delight in murder or
bloodshed, but he delighted in the saving of his people from
destruction” and therefore he “would not fall upon the Lamanites and destroy them in their drunkenness” (Alma 55:18–19). It
is not clear whether the same could be said of all the Nephites as
a group, but it was clearly characteristic of many of the leaders
of Nephite armies through the centuries. Consider that Nephi,
king Benjamin, Alma, Gidgiddoni, Mormon, and Moroni all led
armies of one size or another and that all were prophets.

22.

23.
24.

Note the declaration of the Lord, in speaking to “the church,”
that “thou shalt not kill; and he that kills shall not have forgiveness in this world, nor in the world to come” (Doctrine and
Covenants 42:18). It seems likely that the Ammonites were able
to escape this fate because their accountability was at least somewhat attenuated by “the wicked traditions” that they had inherited from their fathers (see Alma 23:3; 24:7). Recall, for example,
Zeniff’s report of the Lamanite tradition that Laman and Lemuel
had been repeatedly mistreated by Nephi (Mosiah 10:12–16), that
the Lamanites therefore explicitly “taught their children that
they should hate them [the Nephites], and that they should murder them, and that they should rob and plunder them, and do all
they could to destroy them; therefore they have an eternal hatred
towards the children of Nephi” (Mosiah 10:17). Captain Moroni
also explains the Lamanites’ hatred as due to the “tradition of
their fathers” (Alma 60:32) and Samuel the Lamanite attributes
the Lamanites’ evil in his day to “the iniquity of the tradition of
their fathers” as well (Helaman 15:4). More than two hundred
years after the appearance of Christ, Mormon tells us that the
people now called Lamanites “were taught to hate the children
of God, even as the Lamanites were taught to hate the children
of Nephi from the beginning” (4 Nephi 1:39). On the matter of
accountability in general, recall Lehi’s blessing to the children of
Laman that “if ye are cursed, behold, I leave my blessing upon
you, that the cursing may be taken from you and be answered
upon the heads of your parents” (2 Nephi 4:6)—a blessing which
he extended to the children of Lemuel as well (2 Nephi 4:9). And
note Jacob’s reminder to the Nephites that the Lamanites’ filthiness at that time “came because of their fathers” (Jacob 3:7, 9)
and also his warning to the Nephites that “ye may, because of
your filthiness, bring your children unto destruction, and their
sins be heaped upon your heads at the last day” (Jacob 3:10).
Also recall the Lord’s pronouncement that, though the people at
the time of the flood were the most wicked of all his creations,
“their sins shall be upon the heads of their fathers” (Moses
7:36–37) and his declaration in our day that if parents are not
diligent in teaching their children, “the sin be upon the heads of
the parents” (D&C 68:25). Obviously, accountability for sins is a
complicated rather than a straightforward matter, and that’s why
only God is able to make such judgments. Surely this accounts in
some measure for the Ammonites’ ability to obtain forgiveness
for their murders, despite scriptural statements regarding the
fate of those who are guilty of such acts.
Welch, “Law and War,” 63–64.
Welch, “Law and War,” 86.
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ften it is easier to
define what something is not than to
define what it is. For example,
when trying to define what a
strawberry is to someone who has
never seen or tasted one, it is easy
to say that a strawberry is a fruit,
but, unlike most fruits, the seeds
grow on the outside of the flesh. Or
a strawberry is red like a raspberry,
but doesn’t taste like a raspberry. Or
the shape of a strawberry is somewhat like that of a thimbleberry,
but strawberries do not grow on a
cane. The point is that by saying
what a strawberry is not does not
define what a strawberry is. This
is not to say that declaring what
a strawberry is not is an exercise
in futility. Rather, it means that
sometimes the most productive
thing we can do is to declare what
something is not, even if we cannot say what it is.

The rather infrequent ending on some Book
of Mormon names, -(i)hah, falls into this category.
Though it has been claimed that -(i)hah is the shortened form of “Jehovah,” one of the names of the
God of Israel (in the Bible, the shortened form that
can be attached to the end of personal names is
usually rendered in English as -iah, as in Isaiah),1 I
will demonstrate that such claims are tantamount
to declaring that a strawberry is a thimbleberry.
Unfortunately, I cannot define what -(i)hah really
means, but I will explain why it cannot be a representation of “Jehovah.” I will begin by discussing
what can be said about -(i)hah as a suffix on Book
of Mormon names and end with a warning and an
admonition.
In the Book of Mormon onomasticon, the combination -(i)hah occurs at the end of eight Nephite
names, to wit, in the order of appearance, Nephihah, Ammonihah, Moronihah, Zemnarihah, Onihah, Mathonihah, Limhah, and Cumenihah.2 Four
of the names to which the suffix seems to have been
added already end in /i/, namely, Nephi :: Nephihah,
Moroni :: Moronihah, Mathoni :: Mathonihah, and
Cumeni :: Cumenihah. If the name Limhah is compounded with the suffix -hah (and this point can
be debated), then, taken together with the previous
four names, Limhah might suggest that the suffix is
-hah and not -ihah. On the other hand, the presence
in the Book of Mormon of Ammon and Ammonihah would suggest that the suffix is -ihah,3 even
though there is no connection between the persons
named Ammon (two different people) and Ammonihah. In other words, there may be only one suffix,
-ihah or -hah, or there may be two, -ihah and -hah.4

Onihah is attested only once and is
the name of a city. Cumenihah is attested
only once as a personal name, but Cumeni
is attested several times but always as a city
name. Ammonihah is the name of a city, but
it was apparently named after a person (Alma
8:6-7). Nephihah and Moronihah appear as
both personal names and as names of cities. Zemnarihah, Mathonnihah, and Limhah
are only attested as personal names denoting
only one individual each. In addition, all the
city names could have originally been personal
names given by the founders of the cities (see
Alma 62:43).
It might be tempting to posit that -(i)hah
could mean “son of” since Moronihah was the
son of Moroni (Alma 62:43). However, because
no father is named for Nephihah, Ammonihah,
Zemnarihah, Onihah, Mathonihah, Limhah, or
Cumenihah, it cannot be concluded that these
names are patronymic. The existence of both
Mathoni and Mathonihah as names of brothers
(3 Nephi 19:4) also works against the meaning “son of.” Otherwise, there would be one
son called “Son of Mathoni” and the other son
would be “Mathoni,” the same as his father’s
name. In other words, Mathoni’s sons would
be called “Son of Mathoni” and “Mathoni,”
causing multiple confusion when referring to
any one of the three.
What can be concluded from this information? Nothing much. There does not seem
to be a clear and/or overriding pattern to
the use of -(i)hah. The lack of pattern is
only compounded when the three Jaredite
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names ending in -(i)hah, Ahah, Orihah, and Mahah, are included. All
three names are only used for individuals, never as geographic names.
Ahah was the son of Seth. Orihah and
Mahah were sons of Jared. As far as I
can determine, no Jaredite geographic
names end in -(i)hah. Therefore, I am left
where I started, with little positive to say.
It would seem at this point that describing
what -(i)hah is not would be easier than trying to describe what -(i)hah is.
The presumption has been made that
-(i)hah represents a Hebrew/Nephite form
of the name of the God of Israel, yhwh, יהוה.
(The name has traditionally been pronounced
“Jehovah” in English and is commonly called
the tetragrammaton because it consists of four
letters in Hebrew. In academic circles today it
is nearly always pronounced “Yahweh.”) For
example, it has been claimed that the “biblical -iah, -ijah, [shortened forms of the name of
Jehovah attached to the end of personal names]
. . . by a common metathesis also becomes the
extremely common Book of Mormon name
ending -ihah.”5 I am not certain what metathesis
is being suggested. That -i(j)ah could become
-(i)hah through metathesis is quite unthinkable.
First of all, metathesis within any one Semitic
language is extremely rare, even if it does occur
occasionally between Semitic languages. Second, when metathesis does occur, it is always a
metathesis of consonants. A consonant and a
vowel, as far as I am aware, never switch places
in Semitic languages. Thus, -iah becoming
-iha through metathesis is not possible. But
even if metathesis were possible, -iah could
not become -ihah or -hah without the addition of another consonant, /h/. In all Semitic
languages, adding a consonant would change
the meaning, even if the additional consonant were simply a grammatical marker.
Nevertheless, a limited knowledge
of Hebrew might suggest that -ihah, but
not -hah, could be derived from yhwh.
Beginning Hebrew students know that
the Hebrew letter yod, י, is a half vowel,
i.e., it can function in biblical Hebrew
as the long vowel /ī/ or the consonant
/y/.6 Thus, the -iah on the end of Eng50
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lish halleluiah represents the consonantal Hebrew
shortened form of yhwh, i.e., -yah. Therefore, on
the surface, the beginnings of yhwh and -(i)hah
might seem to have much in common, even if the
/y/ of yhwh is consonantal while the /i/ of -(i)hah
appears to be vocalic. Then, if the traditional English pronunciation of the tetragrammaton, Jehovah,
is ignored (most scholars today do ignore it) and
the pronunciation yihwah is assumed, then deriving -(i)hah from yhwh might seem possible. In fact,
if -(i)hah is to be derived at all from yhwh, then the
vocalization yihwah for the tetragrammaton must
underlie it.
However, a closer, more technical examination
of possible vocalizations of the Hebrew tetragrammaton will show that the pronunciation yihwah is at
best unlikely, and probably impossible. The explanation is rather complex and tedious and is supplemented with additional, more technical material in
an appendix. Nevertheless, any explanation of why
-(i)hah cannot come from yhwh necessarily includes
grammatical details that are seldom covered in
first-year Hebrew classes. I would recommend that
readers who are not interested in some finer points
of Hebrew grammar skip down to the summary at
this point.7
It is generally assumed that the tetragrammaton
yhwh is a third person singular prefix verbal form
from the triconsonantal root hwy (or hyy)8 with the
meaning “to be” or “to exist.”9 To be more precise,
for -(i)hah to be derived from yhwh, the vocalization
would have to conform to a Hebrew Qal third person masculine singular prefix stative verbal form.10
Evidence for the existence of this yihwah pronunciation comes from the Leningrad Codex. In passages
such as in Exodus 6:2 and 3, it supplies the vowels
y әhwah for the tetragrammaton, which may be, but
does not necessarily have to be, derived from an
original *yihwah.11 On the other hand, the Leningrad Codex presents compelling evidence that yahweh, not y әhwah, was the original pronunciation of
the tetragrammaton. (See the appendix.) Therefore,
few if any scholars today defend y әhwah (<*yihwah),
the only pronunciation that would yield -(i)hah) as
the pronunciation of the tetragrammaton. For this
reason alone, yhwh most likely is not the source for
Book of Mormon -(i)hah. But there are other reasons to reject the connection between -(i)hah and
yhwh.

The second reason to doubt that -(i)hah represents the Hebrew divine name yhwh comes from
studies of biblical-period (roughly 1200 to 333 bc)
Hebrew names.12 Most ancient Semitic personal
names, including Hebrew, are composed of at least
two elements, a theophoric part (the name of a
deity) and a noun or verb.13 Often the theophoric
element was shortened or omitted altogether. In the
latter case, the name of the deity, though missing, is
understood to be present. In biblical period Hebrew
personal names, the tetragrammaton is the most
common of the theophoric elements in personal
names.14 Yet the divine name never occurs in its
full form, yhwh, as the theophoric element in these
personal names.15 As far as I am aware, it also never
occurs in biblical period Hebrew names outside the
Bible.16 When yhwh does appear as the theophoric
element, it only occurs in the standard shortened
(hypocoristic) forms or is left off entirely.17 If
-(i)hah stands for yhwh, it would be an exception to
all known biblical period Hebrew naming practices.
For this reason alone, equating Book of Mormon
-(i)hah with the full form of the tetragrammaton
should be viewed with extreme skepticism if not
outright rejection.
The third reason for rejecting a connection
between -(i)hah and yhwh is actually a corollary of
the previous reason. If the full form of the tetragrammaton is never used as the theophoric element with biblical Hebrew names, could one of the
shortened forms that are often used in the biblical
onomasticon be the basis for -(i)hah? The answer
is no. None of the known shortened affixes of the
tetragrammaton would yield -(i)hah. The shortened
forms that are used as affixes are the prefixed forms
yehô- ( )יהוand yô- ()יו, and the suffixed forms -yāh
()יה, -yāhû ()יהו, and, exclusively in extra-biblical
names, -yô ()יו.18 All of these shortened forms have
at least one vowel, and most have two, and/or a
missing consonant that cannot be reconciled with
-(i)hah. In addition, there is the question of equating the apparent vowel /i/ in -(i)hah with the consonantal nature of /y/ in yhwh.
The fourth reason to doubt that -(i)hah can be
equated with the tetragrammaton has to do with
geographic names. As mentioned above, one of the
Book of Mormon names with -(i)hah, Onihah, is
attested exclusively as the name of a city and is not
attested without the supposed suffix. Ammonihah also is known only from a city name, though

Ammon does occur as a personal
name. Two other names, Nephihah
and Moronihah, are attested as the
names of cities and of individuals.
In contrast to this Book of Mormon
usage, no city names in the Bible contain the tetragrammaton in any form,
plene or shortened. In fact, among all the
geographic names in the Hebrew Bible
that are compounded with a theophoric
element, such as Bethel and Baal-perazim,
none occur compounded with the tetragrammaton, with the one possible exception
of Jehovah-jireh in Genesis 22:14, the place
where Abraham almost sacrificed his son.19
However, it should not be overemphasized that, with one exception, the Bible does
not compound geographic names with the
tetragrammaton, and not just because of the
unusual exception. Contrary to the popular
English saying, exceptions neither prove nor
disprove the rule. That is, it is fairly certain
that Ammonihah, and most likely the case that
Nephihah and Mathonihah, were named after
persons bearing that name and were not originally geographic names. If -(i)hah really does
derive from the tetragrammaton, then the three
Book of Mormon examples could be construed
as a Nephite departure from standard biblical
Hebrew practice. Nevertheless, I am unaware
of a single instance in the Hebrew Bible of a
personal name compounded with yhwh that
also became a geographic name.20 While this
reason by itself would not disprove a connection between yhwh and -(i)hah, it should certainly raise warning flags that must be taken
seriously.

Summary
What -(i)hah does mean is not clear
to me. But four reasons make it equally
clear to me that -(i)hah cannot be derived
from the tetragrammaton yhwh. First, the
conjectured pronunciation of the tetragrammaton, either as Jehovah or as Yahweh, would not support the derivation
-(i)hah. Second, none of the shortened
forms of yhwh can account for -(i)hah.
Third, there are no instances that
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I am aware of in which a Hebrew
personal name is compounded with
the full form yhwh. And fourth, city
names and, with one unusual exception, geographic names are also not
compounded with any form of the
tetragrammaton.
In practical terms, this lengthy and
technical excursion into the intricacies
of the Book of Mormon onomasticon,
while not producing any conclusive results,
should lead the reader to a warning and an
admonition. The warning is that uncritical
attempts to trace Book of Mormon names
and parts of names back to an ancient Near
Eastern precedent can lead to false conclusions. This does not mean that searching for
Near Eastern Vorlagen should not be pursued.
The admonition is that those of us who
propose such etymologies need to use caution
and sound methodology. And we still need
to learn much more about the Nephite language, its phonemes, its lexemes, and its syntax.
How much, if at all, was the Nephite language
influenced by non-Nephites? If elements of
the Jaredite onomasticon began showing up in
Nephite contexts only after King Mosiah1 had
fled the city of Nephi and moved in with the
Mulekites, and if the Mulekites had at least one
personal contact with a living Jaredite, what
influence did the Jaredite onomasticon have on
the Nephites? Additionally, since the days of
King Mosiah1 the Nephites had some contact
with Jaredite written records (Omni 17–21). For
example it may be pure serendipity, or maybe
not, that the first -(i)hah name, Nephihah,
does not occur in the Nephite record until
long after the first tentative Nephite contacts
with Jaredites names. How much, if any,
deviation from standard biblical Hebrew
came through Mulekite influence? Were
there also other groups besides the Jaredites
and Mulekites that might have influenced
the Nephite onomasticon?
At our present state of knowledge,
these questions can only be broached. I
for one am willing to admit that I do not
have the answers. That not all questions
can be answered in our present state
of knowledge has proven to be true
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also in my readings of the Old and New Testaments.
I am comfortable living with the hope that someday we will get all the answers, and I am equally
comfortable living with the feeling that we may
never get scholarly answers to all the questions that
the texts of sacred scripture raise. Perhaps I find it
easy to live with these hopes and feelings because
my love, respect, devotion, and appreciation for the
Word of God are not dependent on the kinds of
academic lucubrations with which I indulge myself.
In other words, I can enjoy strawberries and cream
without dissecting the strawberries.

Appendix: Technical Data in Support of
Reading the Tetragrammaton as Yahweh and
Not Yihwah.
Though this is not the time or the place for a
full discussion of the tetragrammaton, I do want
to mention some additional facts relating to the
divine name that add more (admittedly less than
compelling) evidence that yahweh and not yihwah
was the pronunciation of the tetragrammaton. But
first I need to explain a few fine points of Hebrew
grammar. In all the Semitic languages, the third
person masculine singular prefix verbal forms have
both a prefix vowel and a theme vowel. The prefix
vowel is the vowel between the subject marker (in
the case of the tetragrammaton, y, a third person
masculine marker) and the first radical of the root
(in this case h). The posited original prefix vowel in
the Qal in proto-Hebrew is /a/.21 The theme vowel in
the Qal is the vowel between the second and third
radicals of the root (in the case of the tetragrammaton, between w and h). In all forms except the Qal,
the prefix and theme vowel are fixed by the verbal
conjugation, i.e., Niphal, Piel, etc. But in the Qal,
the original theme vowel can in theory be either /a/,
/i/, or /u/. Thus, in yihwah the prefix vowel is /i/ and
the theme vowel is /a/. In yahweh the prefix vowel is
/a/ and the theme vowel is /e/. The /e/ vowel comes
through vowel reduction from /i/.
Over a hundred years ago, however, it was
determined that in the Hebrew Qal, if the theme
vowel was /a/, then the prefix vowel dissimilated
from /a/ to /i/.22 That is, before biblical Hebrew was
fixed with vowel markings, the original Hebrew
form yaqtal dissimilated to yiqtal.23 The picture
is complicated even more because in the Qal the

theme vowel originally indicated whether the verb
was active or stative, or, more particular to Hebrew,
transitive or intransitive.24 Thus, yihwah would be a
stative-intransitive.25
All of this somewhat lengthy and technical
discussion here is important because if -(i)hah is to
be derived from the tetragrammon, then its vowels
match up only with the hypothetical Qal stativeintransitive form yihwah. But, as we shall see, the
prefix vowel of the tetragrammaton is almost certainly /a/ and not /i/. If the original prefix vowel is
/a/, then yihwah, the only possible source for -(i)hah,
would be specious.
Though there is no conclusive evidence on how
the tetragrammaton was pronounced in biblical
times, there are some fairly compelling reasons
to pronounce it as yahweh, that is, not from a Qal
stative yihwah (>y әhwah)26 pronunciation, but from
an original Qal or Hiphil *yahwih vocalization.27 In
every instance where a shortened form of the tetragrammton is preserved (the only forms that consistently supply the vowels in the Masoretic text), the
voweling would exclude the yihwah and support the
yahweh pronunciation.28 Thus in verses like Isaiah
26:4, the Hebrew reads yah yhwh, which is commonly taken as a repetition of the tetragrammaton,
i.e., yhwh yhwh.29 The first of the Hebrew words representing the tetragrammaton, yah,30 has the vowel
/a/, thus suggesting the prefix vowel of the prefix
verbal form, /a/. If the prefix vowel of the tetragrammaton is /a/, then the theme vowel cannot also be
/a/, as -(i)hah would require.
That the prefix vowel of the prefix verbal form
yhwh was /a/ and not /i/ can be confirmed by the
fact that in every case where a vowel is provided by
the Hebrew text for a hypocoristic form of yhwh,
it is always /a/ or /ô/ (the latter coming from the
shortening of yaw).31 This is also true where the
shortened form of yhwh does not form part of a
name, as in the example above and in Psalm 68:4,
“Jah” (/yah/), and in forms such as “halleluiah”
where the English -iah represents the Hebrew /yah/
( = הללויהhal әlūyah).32
In nearly all other instances of ayin-yod and/or
ayin-waw verbs,33 the theme vowel in the Qal prefix
form is either /i/ or /u/, and not /a/.34 In the Hiphal
prefix verbal form it is /i/. In other words, neither
the Qal nor the Hiphil of the root hwy would have
as its theme vowel /a/. The Hiphil theme vowel can
only be /i/. Indeed, the closest analog for how to

pronounce the tetragrammaton,
however, comes from the forms of
the root khwh, חוה. In the shortened
form of the third person singular
prefix the pronunciation is yishtakhû
(2 Samuel 14:33), which is probably
why the shortened forms of yhwh at the
beginning of personal names are often
pronounced yehô- ( )יהוand at the end
of words is pronounced -yāhû ()יהו. The
unshortened form of the third person singular prefix form, however, is pronounced
yishtakh әveh (2 Samuel 15:32). The latter
form yields the correct theme vowel for the
unshortened Hiphil form (and no doubt the
Qal form also) of yhwh, i.e., yahweh.35
For all of the above reasons, the pronunciation yihwah would be highly unlikely if not
impossible. The evidence, including Hebrew,
Amorite, and Egyptian, clearly points to yahweh as the pronunciation.36 n
Notes
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There are actually two nonbiblical names in the Book of
Mormon that contain this ending, Sariah and Amalakiah.
I thank Ann Coulis, of Gaithersburg, Maryland, who
reminded me of this fact in an e-mail on 21 April 2009.
I do not include in this list the exclusively Jaredite names
Orihah, Mahah, and Ahah because the Nephite language
is too recent of a language to have influenced Jaredite.
However, I do not exclude Jaredite influence on Nephite
language. See the short discussion in the section titled
“Summary” below. Also excluded is the obvious gentilic
Ammonihahite. Ann Coulis, in the same e-mail, noted the
suffix -(i)hah is only attached to names ending in /n/, /r/,
and /ph/.
This is true unless the ending -hah requires the /i/ before
being suffixed to a name ending in a consonant, somewhat
like a hiriq compaginis in Hebrew. Limhah would not fit
this pattern.
Not too much should be made of either point except to
say that two possibilities exist. If Hebrew orthographic
practice can be posited, it would not favor one over the
other. That is, Nephi+ihah and Nephi+hah would both
yield Nephihah. The former would not yield Nephiihah.
Hugh W. Nibley, An Approach to the Book of Mormon
3rd ed. (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book and FARMS,
1988), 289.
Originally, in biblical Hebrew yod was only a consonant, never a vowel letter. With time, the yod began
to be used as a mater lectionis to mark the presence
of the long vowel /ī/.
Even with the aforementioned warning, in my
explanation that follows I have greatly simplified
a complex subject. For example, I will ignore the
presence of the /w/, i.e., the waw, in the tetragrammaton when explaining -(i)hah as coming
from yhwh. If space allowed I could have given
a lengthy explanation of why the waw, being
a “semivowel” in Hebrew, can become a full
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vowel, elide altogether, color the juxtaposed
vowels, or remain a consonant. Suffice it to
say that the waw does not affect the lines of
reasoning I am developing. Nevertheless, for an
example of how the waw might affect the pronunciation, see the last argument in the appendix.
8.
Hebrew dictionaries list the root under hyh. But
nearly all final he verbs in Hebrew come originally
from final yod roots, the he being a mater lectionis
for the long vowel occasioned by the yod. Unless
Exodus 3:14–16 is playing with two separate roots,
hwy and hyy, then ʾhyh (“I AM”) and yhwh (Jehovah)
are from the same triconsonantal root. Wolfram von
Soden, “Jahwe ‘Er ist, Er erweist sich,’ ” Welt des Orients 3/3 (1966): 183, considers hyy to be a secondary
form of hwy.
9.
For the interpretation as a third person masculine singular prefix verbal form, see Karel van der Toorn, “Yahweh,” in Dictionary of Deities and Demons in the Bible,
ed. Karel van der Toorn, Bob Becking, and Pieter W. Van
der Horst (Leiden: Brill, 1995), 1718. See the entire article
“Yahweh,” 1711–30, for a succinct overview of the divine
name. For a contrary opinion see Josef Tropper, “Der Gottesname *Yahwa,” Vetus Testamentum 51 (2001): 81–106,
where he takes the divine name to be a nominal qatl form
from the root yhw. If Tropper’s treatment is correct, it
would make the derivation of -(i)hah from yhwh even more
difficult to maintain.
10. In Hebrew there are seven major verbal paradigms: Qal,
Niphal, Piel, Pual, Hiphil, Hophal, and Hithpael. (There are
several additional minor paradigms that need not detain us
further.) Within each of these paradigms there are suffix,
prefix, participial, infinitive, and imperative verbal forms,
most of which have masculine, feminine, singular, dual,
plural, and first, second, and third person conjugations. The
vowels of *yihwah are the only ones that can be matched up
with the vowels of -(i)hah, and these vowels can only be from
a Qal third masculine singular prefix form from a stative
verb (an active verb would usually be voweled *yahwih),
assuming of course that the Hebrew Qal *yihyeh comes from
an original *yihwah. Niphal would be *yehawih < *yihhawih;
Piel,*y ә hawwih; Pual, *y ә huwwih; Hiphil, *yahwih; Hophal,
*yohwih; and Hithpael, *yithawih.
11. All of the vowelings in the Leningrad Codex seem to be
dependent on the vowels of ʾădōnāy or ʾădōnīy, with the
composite schwa thereof becoming a simple schwa (except
in four instances) in yhwh or being dropped altogether. In
98.8% of the vowelings of yhwh there is no vowel between
the first and second root letter, while 1.2% do contain
a holem. The final vowel of ʾădōnāy or ʾădōnīy is represented by a hireq (4.5%) or a qames (95.5%) in yhwh.
About 83% of the occurrences of the tetragrammaton
in the Leningrad Codex are voweled y ә hwah. There are
nine other vowelings in the Leningrad Codex. The next
most common voweling, at about 11.5%, is yhwah, i.e.,
without the schwa as the prefix vowel. The voweling
y ә howah occurs about 44 times, or about 0.6%. I thank
my student Ryan Davis for supplying me with these
statistics, which he gleaned from the FARMS Dead
Sea Scrolls Electronic Library version of the Leningrad Codex.
It is possible that y ә hwah, which belongs to the
98.8% that do not have a vowel between the he and
the waw, lacks the vowel because the Masoretes
wanted to indicate that the original voweling of
yhwh also did not have a vowel between the first
and second radical of the root. This would be
consistent with reading yhwh as a prefix verb.
The opposite argument could of course be
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12.

13.

14.
15.

16.

17.
18.

19.

20.

21.

made, namely, that the 1.2% that do have a holem represent
a Masoretic hint about the true pronunciation of the tetragrammaton. This voweling with a holem would be consistent
with the traditional English pronunciation Jehovah but
would not support the derivation of -(i)hah from the tetragrammaton.
For example, see Martin Noth, Die israelitischen Personen
namen im Rahmen der gemeinsemitischen Namengebung,
(1928; repr., Hildesheim: Olms, 1966). See also Jeaneane
D. Fowler, Theophoric Personal Names in Ancient Hebrew
(Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1988); and Scott C. Layton, Archaic
Features of Canaanite Personal Names in the Hebrew Bible
(Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1990).
For a succinct discussion of theophoric names, see Dana M.
Pike, “Names, Theophoric,” in Anchor Bible Dictinary, ed.
David Noel Freedman (New York: Doubleday, 1992), 4:1018–
19.
Fowler, Theophoric Personal Names, 32.
See Noth, Israelitischen Personennamen, 104: “In the personal names, which always have a tendency to be shortened,
the name for God is never preserved in its full form” (my
translation). On the surface there appear to be two exceptions to this rule, both found in Elephantine Hebrew names.
The names,  יההרםand יההאור, are in reality variants of יהורם
and יהואור. The second  הin each name is a mater lectionis for
/ō/, a traditional scribal conceit of the Iron Age. The names
in either spelling were pronounced yehôrām and yehô’ōr
respectively. Thus, neither name can be appealed to as a
justification for reading -(i)hah as the tetragrammaton. For
both variants and their pronunciation, see Bezalel Porten
and Jerome A. Lund, Aramaic Documents from Egypt: A
Key-Word-in-Context Concordance (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2002), 360b and 358b respectively.
See also F. W. Dobbs-Allsopp et al., Hebrew Inscriptions:
Texts from the Biblical Period of the Monarchy with Concordance (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2005), 583–622,
who do not list any names with the full form yhwh.
For a succinct discussion of hypocoristic forms, see Dana M.
Pike, “Names, Hypocoristic,” in Anchor Bible Dictionary,
4:1017–18.
Fowler, Theophoric Personal Names, 35. Anson Rainey has
remarked that “the northern Israelite theophoric suffix
(written -YW) was pronounced -yaw! The final W was not
used for long ‘o’ until the post-Exilic period. The northern
Israelite orthography yw was actually pronounced very much
like the Judean orthography: Judean -yahu and northern
yau.” See his letter to the editor in Biblical Archaeology
Review 27/6 (November–December 2001): 64.
Ziony Zevit, The Religions of Ancient Israel: A Synthesis of
Parallactic Approaches (London: Continuum, 2001), 587.
Jehovah-jireh is exceptional not only because it is unique,
but also because it is not really the name of any recognizable
geographic feature.
There are two altars that receive names compounded with
yhwh, “Jehovah-nissi” in Exodus 17:15 and “Jehovah-shalom” in Judges 6:24. Notice that both of these names and
“Jehovah-jireh” of Genesis 22:14 all occur in premonarchial
texts, that is, very early in Israelite history, several hundred
years before Lehi left Jerusalem. The fact that none occur
nearer to Lehi’s time would suggest that by his day the
practice of compounding geographic and/or physical object
names with the tetragrammaton was no longer practiced. In
other words, the fact that only three early examples of such
names exist in the Hebrew Bible is quite telling.
For a different opinion, see recently Elitzur Avraham BarAsher, “The Imperative Forms of Proto-Semitic and a New
Perspective on Barth’s Law,” Journal of the American Oriental Society 128/2 (April–June 2008): 233–55. In biblical
Hebrew, most prefix vowels are now /i/, not /a/. The reason
for the /i/ vowel can also be explained by the proximity of

22.

23.
24.
25.

26.

27.

28.

certain consonants that can color the prefix and theme vowels.
Thus, in biblical Hebrew, an original prefix vowel /a/ has often
been attenuated to /i/. Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar, edited and
enlarged by E. Kautzsch, 1909 English edition by A. E. Cowley
(Oxford: Clarendon, 1910), §47b–d. But see also the following
note for a different explanation for the prefix vowel /i/ in many
Hebrew prefix verbs.
The rule is commonly called “Barth-Ginsberg” and is operative
in Hebrew, Ugaritic, and the Canaanite material in the Amarna
texts. See Cyrus H. Gordon, Ugaritic Textbook (Rome: Pontifical
Biblical Institute, 1965), 71. See also Bar-Asher for a different
explanation. As Herbert B. Huffmon, Amorite Personal Names
in the Mari Texts (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins, 1965), 64, points
out, Barth-Ginsberg does not apply to Amorite names. Thus, the
early cuneiform names that Wolfram von Soden connects with
the tetragrammaton, such as ia(-ah)-wi-DN in the Mari archives,
clearly show a yaqtil pattern, and not yaqtal. Only yaqtal, which
does not exist in Amorite for this root, could change into yiqtal
(by Barth-Ginsberg), the form that would be necessary to produce yihwah. What this means is that yihwah is not attested in
Northwest Semitic and Hebrew and therefore could not possibly
be the source for -(i)hah; compare von Soden, “Jahwe ‘Er ist,’ ”
182.
See Bar-Asher who convincingly argues that yiqtal is original
and not a dissimilation.
See Gesenius §47f–i for a discussion of transitive prefix verbs
generally taking a /u/ theme vowel, while intransitive verbs generally take /a/.
Frank Moore Cross, Canaanite Myth and Hebrew Epic (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1973), 64. For his somewhat
dated but still valuable and succinct discussion of the tetragrammaton, see pages 60–75.
As Huffmon pointed out, in the Amorite names there are no
yiqtal forms, only yaqtal forms, because Amorite did not follow Barth-Ginsberg’s law. Therefore, for example, in the Mari
onomasticon the ia-(ah-)wi (+ theonym) forms represent either
the Qal or Hiphil yaqtil of hwy and cannot represent the Qal
yihwah form. Thus, the oldest attestation of the third masculine
singular prefix verbal form of the root hwy exhibits an /i/ theme
vowel and not an /a/. The theme vowel that belongs to a root
often remains constant across time and within larger language
groups. That is, if Amorite, a Northwest Semitic language, has
the /i/ theme vowel for the prefix of hwy, it is most likely that
the theme vowel is also /i/ in all the other Northwest Semitic
languages in which the verb for “to be/exist” is hwy, e.g., Hebrew
and Aramaic.
The original Qal yahwih and the Hiphil yahwih would be virtually indistinguishable for ayin-yod verbs. See Huffmon, Amorite
Personal Names, 68–69. Most scholars today follow Cross’s
explanation and favor the Hiphil. Von Soden in 1966 preferred
the Qal on the grounds that, among other less convincing
reasons, Hebrew does not otherwise have the Hiphil form for
the root hwy. Von Soden, however, clearly demonstrated that
the prefix vowel of this verb was originally /a/, not /i/. Therefore, even though von Soden vocalized the tetragrammaton as
yahwe, he took it as a Qal, meaning “Er erweist sich” (182–83).
William F. Albright wrote that the Qal, meaning “ ‘(He) is’ or
‘(He) will be[,]’ makes no sense” in the then contemporary context “of emergent empirical reasoning about theological matters.
On the other hand, a causative explanation was perfectly intelligible and has hosts of parallels.” See Yahweh and the Gods of
Canaan (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1968), 169.
In the Masoretic text the voweling of the personal names with
shortened forms of yhwh can be substantiated through the transliteration of the Hebrew names into Greek in the Septuagint,
the Greek translation of the Old Testament. Since Greek does
contain vowels, Septuagint spellings of the Hebrew names would
in theory preserve the pronunciation of the names as they were
pronounced 300 to 400 years after Lehi left Jerusalem. In nearly
all cases the Septuagint and the Masoretic vocalizations support

29.

30.

31.

32.
33.
34.

35.

36.

each other. In no cases that I am aware of
does the Septuagint contradict the argument I am making here, though not all of the
examples that I present can be corroborated
in the Septuagint.
The King James Bible translates “LORD
JEHOVAH,” indicating that the translators
understood the expression to be a repetition
of the divine name. This is still the consensus
understanding today. For many more examples of
yah as the divine name, see Ziony Zevit, “The First
Halleluyah,” in Milk and Honey: Essays on Ancient
Israel and the Bible in Appreciation of the Judaic
Studies Program at the University of California, San
Diego, ed. Sarah Malena and David Miano (Winona
Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2007), 157–64. I thank my
colleague Dan Belnap for calling my attention to this
informative article.
The Hebrew has a mappiq, not a dagesh, in the final he
of yh. The /a/ as the prefix vowel contradicts passages
like Exodus 6:2 and 3 (discussed above), where the prefix
vowel is a schwa, /ә/. Such changes in vowel quality in
Hebrew and in all Semitic languages are usually phonemic.
As noted above, Anson Rainey has said that the pronunciation of  יוas yô is post-Exilic. In Lehi’s day, it would
have been yaw or yau. Also, the point that yhwh was the
original and the shortened forms were derived from it and
not the other way around was made by von Soden: “One
cannot imagine how from an older form Jāhū a later form
Jahwe could have arisen, while the opposite course is easily
understandable” (“Jahwe ‘Er ist,’ ” 181–82).
I thank my colleague Professor Dana Pike for these
examples.
In Hebrew, the roots that have y as their middle radical are
called ayin-yod roots; roots with w as the middle radical are
called ayin-waw roots.
The theme vowel in the Qal of middle weak verbs with waw
or yod is naturally (and respectively) /u/ or /i/ because of the
inherent sound of the waw and the yod. This means that the
prefix vowel of the prefix Qal form will be /a/. Additionally,
if the Amorite names with ya-(ah)-wi- as the verbal element
in the Middle Bronze Age city of Mari can be reflections of
the same root as yhwh, then it would seem the divine name
has /a/ as the prefix vowel. (See van der Toorn, “Yahweh,”
1719, for a short discussion of the relevance of the Mari
names.) The same prefix vowel /a/ is conjectured for a
supposed Late Bronze Age appearance of the prefix verbal
form as part of a personal name in an Egyptian text. See
Thomas Schneider, “The First Documented Occurrence
of the God Yahweh? (Book of the Dead Princeton ‘Roll
5’),” Journal of Ancient Near Eastern Religions 7/2 (2007):
117.
I am indebted to Anson Rainey of Tel Aviv University
for informing me that the pronunciations of the various
forms of yhwh can be determined analogously from the
long and short hishtafel forms of khwh., חוה. We chatted about the topic on 22 July 2008 while attending
the 54th Rencontre Assyriologique Internationale in
Würzburg, Germany.
I have presented the Hebrew evidence above, with
literature. For the Amorite evidence, see the articles
by van der Toorn and von Soden and the book by
Herbert Huffmon cited above. For possible Egyptian evidence, see Schneider, “First Documented
Occurrence.
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Letter to the Editor
Dear Editor,
I read with interest Warren Aston’s “Identifying
Our Best Candidate for Nephi’s Bountiful” published in volume 17/1–2 of the Journal of the Book
of Mormon and Restoration Scripture. I appreciate
Aston’s passion for the research and am impressed
by the level of expertise he has gained for the avocation. As an archaeobotanist who has studied the
flora of Dhofar and made extensive field collections in the region, I would like to offer a differing
perspective on a few points made by Aston in his
article.
Dhofar currently supports approximately 775
species of plants, which represents about 65 percent
of the total floristic diversity of Oman. Naturally,
many of these taxa have been introduced since
Nephi’s time. Being ecologically isolated, the region
has a surprisingly high degree of endemism (taxa
unique to the region). Six to seven percent, about
50 taxa among the local flora, grow only in Dhofar.
There are even two genera, Cibirhiza (Asclepiadaceae) and Dhofaria (Capparaceae), each containing
a single species, that are exclusive to Dhofar. Two
other genera, Bentia (Acanthaceae) and Xerotia
(Caryophyllaceae), are restricted to Dhofar and its
adjoining areas in Yemen. These four genera, plus
one other, Centaurothamnus (Asteraceae), which
is restricted to Yemen, comprise the only endemic
plant genera in the whole of Arabia.
While most of Dhofar is dominated by desert
vegetation, along the coastal region a unique combination of climate and topography give rise to several distinct vegetative zones: (1) the Coastal Plain,
which is characterized as a semi-desert grassland
with widely scattered acacia trees; (2) the Escarpment Mountains, dominated by a deciduous tropical forest; (3) the Summit Plateau, which supports a
narrow band of savanna; and (4) the Interior Desert,
which supports a relatively sparse cover of desert
adapted trees, shrubs, and herbs.1
Aston feels that the larger species of trees
indigenous to the Coastal Plain and Escarpment
Mountains zones of Dhofar would have provided
adequate timber for ship building, or perhaps as
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he suggests, raft building. I am not as convinced of
this conclusion as is Aston. The largest tree of Dhofar, the Vast Fig (Ficus vasta), along with the other
large indigenous fig taxa, F. sycomorus, F. cordata
salicifolia, and F. lutea, all produce a wood that is
too soft, heavy, and porous to withstand the rigors of a transoceanic crossing, though the wood
is suitable and has been used in the Dhofar region
for building ship infrastructure not exposed to the
elements.2 There are a few Acaia taxa that produce
a harder wood, such as Acaia nilotica, A. senegal,
A. etbaica, and A. latea, but only A. nilotica and
A. senegal reach any appreciable size, and they, like
their smaller relatives, produce a wood that is too
branched and gnarled for large raft logs or ship
planks and timbers. The branches of some Acacia
taxa could and have been used, however, for building ship ribs and infrastructures.3 Other large
Dhofar taxa are equally as unsuitable for the task
of providing planking for ships or logs for a large
raft. The very rare Baobab (Adansonia digitata) produces a wood far too soft for the task. The endemic
Anogeissus dhofarica is too branched and small to
be of use as is the Christ-thorn (Ziziphus spinachristi) and the legume Delonix elata. The Tamarind
(Tamarindus indica) is a larger tree that produces a
better grade of wood than most of the above, but it
is a native of tropical Africa that may not have been
introduced until after Lehi’s family left the area.4
Moreover, while Tamarind wood is prized for tooland cabinet making, it has not historically been
used for shipbuilding.5 In the words of maritime
historian Dionisius A. Agius, “Timber for shipbuilding was always lacking in the Arabian/Persian
Gulf and shipwrights had to look for good wood to
build larger vessels.”6 Another maritime historian,
George Faldo Hourani, echoes Agius’s opinions,
“Arabia does not and never did produce wood suitable for building strong seagoing ships.”7
Accordingly, I would suggest that while it
may be tenable, especially with the hand of God
involved, to construct a ship or raft using only wood
from trees indigenous to Dhofar, it is equally if
not more tenable that Nephi used imported wood,

such as teak from India, which I believe, contrary
to Aston, was likely available at that time, to construct the bulk of the vessel. Agius notes that India
has been the supplier of such wood from antiquity.8
Beginning in the third century bc, Khor Rori was a
port of extensive trade with India,9 a trade that must
have existed before then. I note that Nephi’s account
of the construction does not mention the harvesting
of trees, only that they “did work timbers of curious
workmanship” (1 Nephi 18:1), perhaps because the
timbers were imported and ready to be shaped.
Aston also suggests that his contemporary photos of “tall native hardwood trees” growing in Khor
Kharfot lend support to his conclusion that the area
is the most likely candidate for the site of the ship
construction. I would suggest caution in accepting
this conclusion for two reasons. First, the adjectives
tall, native, and hardwood are rather subjective and
in many cases questionable. I personally would not
use such terms to describe the trees now growing
in the area, and honestly would be very nervous
about trusting my life to any watercraft constructed
solely of such wood for a transoceanic crossing.
Second, contemporary photos may not accurately
reflect the vegetation at the time of Nephi at Khor
Kharfot or at other potential sites for Nephi’s Bountiful. Factors such as climatic changes (even small
ones), human impact, grazing, and the influences of
pathogens can dramatically influence the boundaries of vegetative zones and the make-up of plant
communities over time. While today the relatively
isolated Khor Kharfot is arguably more “fertile”
than some of the other sites suggested by researchers for Nephi’s Bountiful, it is tenable and in fact
likely that in Nephi’s day the other more impacted
sites were more “fertile” than they are today. Palynological research at Sumhumram indicates that
Khor Rori once supported “lush vegetation” and
many more species of plants than found there today.
Remarkably the researchers found evidence of
wheat (Triticum) and barley (Hordeum) cultivation
between the third and first centuries bc.10
Finally, Aston asserts that “there is no evidence
of shipbuilding in southern Oman at any time,” yet
Agius describes the shipbuilding he observed in
Dhofar and reports facts he learned from an interview he had with a modern Dhofari shipwright.11
Aston cites an archaeology report of excavations
at Khor Rori for the information from which he
apparently concluded that “there is no evidence of

ship building in southern Oman at any time.” I have
carefully reviewed the report and cannot understand how he draws the conclusion. The report
itself makes no such claim and in fact is extremely
tentative in nature. Moreover the report speculates
that shipping and trade was conducted in the area
long before Khor Rori functioned as a port, which
it dates, based on the findings at the associated city
Sumhumram, between the third century bc and
fifth century ad.12 Sumerian texts indicate that
seafaring and trade between Arabian and Persian
gulf ports existed as early as the third millennium
bc.13 I find it unlikely that a seafaring people living
on the sea coast, engaged in shipping and trading,
would not build and maintain watercraft.
Consequently, though I am appreciative of
Aston’s work on the topic, I do not find all of his
conclusions convincing.
—Terry Ball
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S. Kent Brown at a Coptic monastery near Cairo
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and supports research on the Book of Mormon, the Book of Abraham, the
Bible, other ancient scripture, and related subjects. The Maxwell Institute
publishes and distributes titles in these areas for the benefit of scholars and
interested Latter-day Saint readers.
Primary research interests at the Maxwell Institute include the history,
language, literature, culture, geography, politics, and law relevant to ancient
scripture. Although such subjects are of secondary importance when
compared with the spiritual and eternal messages of scripture, solid research
and academic perspectives can supply certain kinds of useful information,
even if only tentatively, concerning many significant and interesting
questions about scripture.
The Maxwell Institute makes reports about this research available
widely, promptly, and economically. These publications are peer-reviewed to
ensure that scholarly standards are met. The proceeds from the sale of these
materials are used to support further research and publications.

Certainly the major role of the Book of Mormon
is to teach about Jesus Christ, but that is only a precursor
to the time when in the last days, just as he was with the
people of 3 Nephi, he will come to his gathered
people and teach them personally.
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